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Introduction

The development of digital and online information repositories is creating many opportunities and
also new challenges in information retrieval. The availability of online documents in many different
languages makes it possible for users around the world to directly access previously unimagined sources
of information. However in conventional information retrieval systems the user must enter a search
query in the language of the documents in order to retrieve it. This requires that users can express their
queries in those languages in which the information is available and can understand the documents
returned by the retrieval process. This restriction clearly limits the amount and type of information that
an individual user really has access to.

Cross Lingual Information Access is concerned with technologies that let users express their query
intheir native language, and irrespective of the language in which the information is available, present
theinformation in the user-preferred language or set of languages, in a manner that satisfies the user’s
informationneeds. The additional processing may take the form of machine translation of snippets,
summarization and subsequent translation of summaries and/or information extraction.

In recent times, research in Cross Lingual Information Access has been vigorously pursued through
several international fora, such as, the Cross-Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF), NTCIR Asian
Language Retrieval, Question-answering Workshop and such other fora. A workshop geared towards
cross language information retrieval in Indian languages (FIRE) was organized in December 2008.
In addition to CLIR, significant results have been obtained in multilingual summarization workshops
and cross-language named entity extraction challenges by the ACL (Association for Computational
Linguistics) and the Geographic Information retrieval (GeoCLEF) track of CLEF.

The previous two issues of this workshop were held in January 2007, during IJCAI 2007 in Hyderabad,
India (http://search.iiit.ac.in/CLIA2007/) and subsequently during IJCNLP 2008 in Hyderabad, India
(http://search.iiit.ac.in/CLIA2008/). Both the previous workshops attracted an encouraging number of
submissions, and a large number of registered participants.

This third international workshop on Cross Lingual Information Access aims to bring together various
trends in multi-source, cross and multilingual information retrievaland access, and provide a venue for
researchers and practitioners from academia, government, and industry to interact and share a broad
spectrum of ideas, views and applications. The present workshop includes an invited keynote talk,
presentations of technical papers selected after peer review followed by a panel discussion.

The workshop starts with an invited keynote talk titled Cross-Language Information Access: Looking
Backward, Looking Forward by Douglas W. Oard. The talk starts with a brief recapitulation of two
earlier generations of automated support for cross-language information access, the first from roughly
1964 to 1985, and the second from roughly 1989 to the present. With that as background, the talk
takes stock of where we are, and where we see unmet needs that call for capabilities beyond what can
currently be accomplished. It will be concluded with a few observations about how we might expect
the role of the research community to evolve as progressively more capable cross-language information
access technologies become commercially viable. In the other paper in the first session, Zhuang et al.
report a quasi-language-independent subword recognizer trained on multiple languages, to obtain an
abstracted representation of speech data in an unknown language. A retrieval model based on finite
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state machines for fuzzy matching of speech sound patterns, and further for speech retrieval has been
proposed. A pilot study of speech retrieval in unknown languages is presented using English, Spanish
and Russian as training languages, and Croatian as the unknown target language.

In the second session, Raj and Maganti present a transliteration based search engine capable of
searching 10 multi-script and multi-encoded Indian languages content on the web. Bouma et al. present
a method for cross-lingual alignment of template and infobox attributes in Wikipedia. Elena Filatova
presents preliminary results on quantifying Wikipedia multilinguality which show that asymmetries in
multilingual Wikipedia do not make it an undesirable corpus for NLP applications training.

In the third session, Zubaryeva and Savoy present a new statistical approach to opinion detection and its
evaluation on the English, Chinese and Japanese corpora. Katragadda et al. describe a sentence position
based summarizer based on a sentence position policy, created from the evaluation test bed of recent
summarization tasks at Document Understanding Conferences (DUC). Sankar and Sobha propose an
efficient text summarization technique that involves two basic operations, finding coherent chunks in
the document and ranking the text in the individual coherent chunks and picking the sentences that rank
above a given threshold.

In the fourth and final session of the workshop, Mukund and Srihari propose a bootstrapped model
that involves four levels of text processing for Urdu and show that increasing the training data for POS
learning by applying bootstrapping techniques improves NE tagging results. The workshop concludes
with a panel discussion.

We thank Douglas W. Oard for the invited keynote talk, all the members of the Program Committee for
their excellent and insightful reviews, the authors who submitted contributions for the workshop and
the participants for making the workshop a success. We also express our thanks to Asif, Partha and
Babji who helped us in organizing and preparing the proceedings as well as maintaining the workshop
webpage.

Organizing Committee
The Third International Workshop on Cross Lingual Information Access
NAACL-HLT 2009
June 4, 2009.
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 Cross-Language Information Access: Looking Backward, Looking For-
ward 

Douglas W. Oard 
 

College of Information Studies and Institute for Advanced Computer Studies 
University of Maryland, College Park, MD, USA 

 

 
 
The problem of providing people with the informa-
tion that they seek when that information happens 
to be in an unfamiliar language is not new.  Rather, 
what is new is what we can do to help address that 
challenge.  To illustrate this point, I’ll start my talk 
with a brief recap of two earlier generations of 
automated support for cross-language information 
access, the first from roughly 1964 to 1985, and 
the second from roughly 1989 to the present.  With 
that as background, I’ll then take stock of where 
we are, and where I see unmet needs that call for 
capabilities beyond what can currently be accom-
plished.  I’ll conclude with a few observations 
about how we might expect the role of the research 
community to evolve as progressively more capa-
ble cross-language information access technologies 
become commercially viable. 

 

About the Speaker 

Douglas Oard holds joint appointments as an As-
sociate Professor in the College of Information 
Studies and in the Institute for Advanced Com-
puter Studies at the University of Maryland, Col-
lege Park.  He earned his Ph.D. in Electrical 
Engineering from the University of Maryland.  Dr. 
Oard’s research interests center around the use of 
emerging technologies to support information 
seeking by end users.  One of the leading research-
ers on cross-language information retrieval, he has 
helped lead nine evaluation campaigns focused on 
that problem for the Text Retrieval Conference 
(TREC) and the Cross-Language Evaluation Fo-
rum (CLEF).  In addition to his work on ranking 
algorithms and interaction design for cross-

language information retrieval, his recent research 
has focused on support for search and sense mak-
ing in large collections of conversational media.  
Additional information is available at 
http://www.glue.umd.edu/~oard/. 
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Speech Retrieval in Unknown Languages: a Pilot Study∗

Xiaodan Zhuang# Jui Ting Huang# Mark Hasegawa-Johnson
Beckman Institute, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, U.S.A.
{xzhuang2,jhuang29,jhasegaw}@uiuc.edu

Abstract

Most cross-lingual speech retrieval assumes
intensive knowledge about all involved lan-
guages. However, such resource may not ex-
ist for some less popular languages. Some
applications call for speech retrieval in un-
known languages. In this work, we lever-
age on a quasi-language-independent subword
recognizer trained on multiple languages, to
obtain an abstracted representation of speech
data in an unknown language. Language-
independent query expansion is achieved ei-
ther by allowing a wide lattice output for an
audio query, or by taking advantage of dis-
tinctive features in speech articulation to pro-
pose subwords most similar to the given sub-
words in a query. We propose using a re-
trieval model based on finite state machines
for fuzzy matching of speech sound patterns,
and further for speech retrieval. A pilot study
of speech retrieval in unknown languages is
presented, using English, Spanish and Russian
as training languages, and Croatian as the un-
known target language.

1 Introduction

Dramatic increase in recorded speech media calls for
efficient retrieval of audio files. Accessing speech
media of a foreign language is a particularly impor-
tant and challenging task, often referred to as cross-
lingual speech retrieval or cross-lingual spoken doc-
ument retrieval.

∗This research is funded by NSF grants 0534106 and
0703624. The authors would like to thank Su-Youn Yoon for
inspiring discussion.#The student authors contribute equally.

Previous work on cross-lingual speech retrieval
mostly leverages on intensive knowledge about all
the languages involved. Most reported work inves-
tigates retrieval in a target language, in response to
audio or text queries given in a different source lan-
guage (Meng et al., 2000; Virga and Khudanpur,
2003). Usually, the speech media in the target lan-
guage, and the audio queries in the source language,
are converted to speech recognition transcripts us-
ing large-vocabulary automatic speech recognizers
(LVASR) trained for the target language and the
source language respectively. The text queries, or
transcribed audio queries, are translated to the tar-
get language. Text retrieval techniques are applied
to retrieve speech, by retrieving the correspond-
ing LVASR transcription in the target language. In
such systems, a large-vocabulary speech recognizer
trained on the target language is essential, which
requires the existence of a dictionary and labeled
acoustic training data in that language.

LVASR currently do not exist for most of the 6000
languages on Earth. In some situations, knowledge
about the target language is limited, and definitely
not sufficient to enable training LVASR. Imagine
an audio database in a target language unknown to
a user, who needs to retrieve spoken content rel-
evant to some audible query in this unknown lan-
guage. For example, the user knows how the name
“Obama” is pronounced in the target language, and
wants to retrieve all spoken documents that contain
the query word, from a database in this unknown
language. A linguist might find himself/herself in
this scenario when he or she tries to collect a large
number of utterances containing some particular
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phrases in an unknown language. Similarly, an in-
formation analyst might wish to leverage on speech
retrieval in unknown languages to organize critical
information before engaging linguistic experts for
finer analysis. We refer to such retrieval tasks as
speech retrieval in unknown languages, in which lit-
tle knowledge about the target language is assumed.

A human linguist attempting to manually per-
form speech retrieval in an unknown language
would necessarily map the perceived speech (both
database and query) into some cognitive abstraction
or schema, representing, perhaps, the phonetic dis-
tinctions that he or she has been trained to hear.
Matching and retrieval of speech would then be per-
formed based on such an abstraction. Two cog-
nitive processes, assimilation and accommodation,
take place when human brains are to process new
information (Bernstein et al., 2007), such as speech
in an unknown language. In accommodation, the in-
ternal stored knowledge adapts to new information
with which it is confronted. In assimilation, the new
information, e.g., speech in an unknown language, is
mapped to previously stored information, e.g., sub-
words (phones) as defined by knowledge about the
languages known to the listener.

This paper models speech retrieval in unknown
languages using a machine learning model of pho-
netic assimilation. A quasi-language-independent
subword recognizer is trained to capture salient sub-
words and their acoustic distribution in multiple
languages. This recognizer is applied on an un-
known language, therefore mapping segments of the
unknown speech to subwords in the known lan-
guages. Through this machine cognitive process,
the database and queries in the unknown language
are represented as sequences of quasi-language-
independent subwords. Speech retrieval is per-
formed based on such representation. Figure 1 illus-
trates that speech retrieval in an unknown language
can be modeled as a special case of assimilation.

This task differs from the more widely studied
known-language speech retrieval task, in that no lin-
guistic knowledge of the target language is assumed.
We can only leverage on knowledge that can be
applied by assimilation to the multiple known lan-
guages. Therefore, this task is more like a cross-
lingual sound pattern retrieval task, leveraged on
quasi-language-independent subwords, rather than

Figure 1: Automatic speech retrieval in an unknown lan-
guage (below) is modeled as a special case of the cogni-
tive process called assimilation (above).

a translated spoken word/phrase retrieval task us-
ing target language LVASR transcripts, as in most
cross-lingual speech retrieval systems. The quasi-
language-independent subword recognizer is trained
on speech data other than the target language, and
therefore generates much noisier recognition results,
owing to potential mismatch between acoustic distri-
butions, lack of dictionary and lack of a word-level
language model.

To manage the extra difficulty, we adopt a sub-
word lattice representation to encode a wide hypoth-
esis space of recognized speech in the target lan-
guage. Language-independent query expansion is
achieved either by allowing a wide lattice output
for an audio query, or by taking advantage of dis-
tinctive features in speech articulation to propose
quasi-language-independent subwords most similar
to the given subwords in a query. Finite state ma-
chines (FSM) constructed from the speech lattices
are used to allow for fuzzy matching of speech
sound patterns, and further for retrieval in unknown
languages.

We carry out a pilot study of speech retrieval
in unknown languages, using English, Spanish and
Russian as training languages, and Croatian as the
unknown target language. To explain the effect of
additional knowledge about the target language, we
demonstrate the improvements in retrieval perfor-
mance that result by incrementally making available
subword sequence models and acoustic models for
the target language.

2 Quasi-Language-Independent subword
Models

2.1 Deriving a subword set

Based on the assumption that an audible phrase in an
unknown language can be represented as a sequence
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of subwords, the question is to find an appropriate
set of subword symbols. Schultz and Waibel (2001)
reported that a global unit set for the source
languages based on International Phonetic Alpha-
bet (IPA) symbols outperforms language-dependent
phonetic units in cross-lingual word recognition
tasks, whereas language-dependent phonetic units
are better models for multilingual word recognition
(in which the target language is also one of the
source languages). A multilingual task might ben-
efit from partitioning the feature space according to
language identity, i.e., to have different subsets of
models aiming at different languages. By contrast,
a cross-lingual task calls for one consistent set of
models with language-independent properties in or-
der to maximize portability into the new language.

To capture the necessary distinctions between dif-
ferent phones across languages, we first pool to-
gether individual phone inventories for source lan-
guages, each of which has its phones tagged with
a language identity, and then performed bottom-up
clustering on the phone pool based on pairwise sim-
ilarity between their acoustic models. Each cluster
represents one distinct language-independent sub-
word symbol. Since this set is still derived from
multiple languages, we refer to these subword units
asquasi-language-independent subwords. A quasi-
language-independent subword set is derived by the
following steps:

First, we encode all speech in the known lan-
guages using a language-dependent phone set. Each
symbol in this set is defined by the phone iden-
tity and the language identity. One single-Gaussian
three-state left-to-right HMM is trained for each of
these subword units.

Second, similarity between the language-
dependent phones is estimated by the approximated
KL divergence between corresponding acoustic
models. As shown in (Vihola et al., 2002), KL
divergence between single-Gaussian left-to-right
HMMs can be approximated in closed form by
Equation 1,

KLD(U, V ) =
S∑

i=1

ri

S∑

j=1

aU
ij log

(
aU

ij/aV
ij

)
(1)

+
S∑

i=1

riI
(
bU
i : bV

i

)
, (2)

whereaij is the transition probability to hidden state
j, and bi and ri are the observation distribution
and steady-state probability for hidden statei. For
single-Gaussian distribution,I

(
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i

)
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1
2

[
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∣∣ΣV
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∣∣
∣∣ΣU

i
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+ tr
(
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i

((
ΣV

i
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(
ΣU

i

)−1
))

+ tr
((

ΣV
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)−1 (
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i

) (
µU

i − µV
i

)T
) ]

.

Third, we use the Affinity Propagation algorithm
(Frey and Dueck, 2007) to conduct pairwise cluster-
ing of phones based on the approximated KL diver-
gence between acoustic models. The tendency for a
data point (a phone) to be an exemplar of a cluster
is controlled by the preference value assigned to that
phone. The preference of a phonei is set as follows
to favor frequent phones to be cluster centers:

p(i) = k log(Ci), (3)

whereCi is the count of the phonei, andk is a nor-
malization term to control the total number of clus-
ters. To discourage subwords from the same lan-
guage to join a same cluster, pairwise distance be-
tween them are offset by an additional amount, com-
parable to the maximum pairwise distance between
the models.

The resultant subword set is supposed to cap-
ture quasi-language-independent phonetic informa-
tion, and each subword unit has relatively distinctive
acoustic distribution. These subwords are encoded
using the corresponding cluster exemplars as surro-
gates.

2.2 Recognizing subwords

An automatic speech recognition (ASR) system
(Jelinek, 1998) serves to recognize both queries
and speech database, with acoustic models for the
language-independent subwords derived from the
known languages as described in section 2.1. The
front-end features extracted from the speech data
are 39-dimensional features including 12 Perceptual
Linear Prediction (PLP) coefficients and their en-
ergy, as well as the first-order and second order re-
gression coefficients.
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We create context-dependent models for each
subword, using the same strategy for build-
ing context-dependent triphone models in LVASR
(Woodland et al., 1994). A “triphone” is a subword
with its context defined as its immediate preceding
and following subwords. Each triphone is repre-
sented by a continuous three-state left-to-right Hid-
den Markov Model (HMM). Additionally, there is a
one-state HMM for silence, two three-state HMMs
for noise and unknown sound respectively. The
number of Gaussian mixtures (9 to 21 Gaussians) is
optimized according to a development set consisting
of speech in the known languages. A standard tree-
based state tying technique is adopted for parameter
sharing between subwords with similar contexts.

The “language model” (LM), or more precisely
subword sequence model, should generalize from
the known languages to the unknown language. Our
trial experiments showed that unigram statistics of
subwords and their triphones is more transferable
across languages than N-gram statistics. We also as-
sume that infrequent triphones are less likely to be
salient units that would carry the properties of the
unknown language. Thus, we select the top frequent
triphones and map the rest of the triphones to their
center phones, forming a mixed vocabulary of fre-
quent triphones and context-independent subwords.
The frequencies of these vocabulary entries are used
to estimate an unigram LM in the ASR system. Tri-
phones in the ASR output are mapped back to its
center subwords before the retrieval stage.

3 Speech Retrieval through Subword
Indexing

In many cross-lingual speech retrieval systems, the
speech media are processed by a large-vocabulary
automatic speech recognizer (LVASR), which has
access to vocabulary, dictionary, word language
model and acoustic models for the target lan-
guage. With all these resources, state-of-the-art
speech recognition could give reasonable hypoth-
esized word transcript, enabling direct application
of text retrieval techniques. However, this is not
the case in speech retrieval in unknown languages.
Moreover, without the higher level linguistic knowl-
edge, such as a word dictionary, this task aims to
find speech patterns that sound similar, as approxi-
mated by sequences of quasi-language-independent

subwords. Therefore, the sequential information in
the hypothesized subwords is critical.

To deal with the significant noise in the subword
recognition output, and to emphasize the sequential
information, we use the recognizer to obtain sub-
word lattices instead of one-best hypotheses. These
lattices can be represented as weighted automata,
which are compact representations of a large num-
ber of alternative subword sequences, each asso-
ciated with a weight indicating the uncertainty of
the data. Therefore, indexing speech in unknown
language can be achieved by indexing the corre-
sponding weighted automata with quasi-language-
independent subwords associated with the state tran-
sitions.

We adopt the weighted automata indexation algo-
rithm reported in (Allauzen et al., 2004), which is
optimal for searching subword sequences, as it takes
time linear in the sum of the query size and the num-
ber of speech media entries where it appears. The
automata indexation algorithm also preserves the se-
quential information, which is crutial for this task.
We leverage on two kinds of knowledge for query
expansion, namely empirical phone confusion and
knowledge-based phone confusion. An illustration
of our speech retrieval system is presented in Fig-
ure 2. We detail the indexing approaching as well as
query expansion and retrieval in this section.

Figure 2: Framework of speech retrieval through subword
indexing
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3.1 Subword Finite State Machines as Speech
Indices

We construct a full index that can be used to search
for a query within all the speech utterancesui, i ∈
1, ..., n. In particular, this is achieved by construct-
ing a weighted finite-state transducerT , mapping
each queryx to the set of speech utterances where
it appears. Each returned speech utteranceu is as-
signed a score, which is the negative log of the ex-
pected count of the queryx in utteranceu.

The subword lattice for speech utteranceui can be
represented as a weighted finite state automataAi,
whose path weights correspond to the joint proba-
bility of the observed speech and the hypothesized
subword sequence. To get an automata whose path
weights correspond to desired negative log of poste-
rior probabilities, we simply need to apply a general
weight-pushing algorithm toAi in the log semiring,
resulting in an automataBi. In this automataBi,
the probability of a given stringx is the sum of the
probability of all paths that containsx.

The key point of constructing the index transducer
Ti for uttereanceui is to introduce new paths that
enable matching between a query and any portions
of the original paths, while properly normalizing the
path weights. This is achieved by factor selection in
(Allauzen et al., 2004). First, null output is intro-
duced to each transition in the automata, converting
the automata into a transducer. Second, a new tran-
sition is introduced from a new unique initial state to
each existing state, with null input and output. The
weight associated with this transition is the negative
log of the forward probability. Similarly, a new tran-
sition is created from each state to a new unique final
state, with null input and output as the labeli of the
current utteranceui. The assicated weight is the neg-
ative log of the backward probability. General finite
state machine optimization operations (Allauzen et
al., 2007) of weightedǫ-removal, determinization
and minimization over the log semiring can be ap-
plied to the resulting transducer. As shown in (Al-
lauzen et al., 2004), the path with input of stringx
and output of labeli has a weight corresponding to
the negative log of the expected count ofx in utter-
anceui.

To optimize the retrieval time, we divide all ut-
terances into a few groups. Within each group, the
utterance index transducers are unioned and deter-

minized to get one single index transducer for the
group. It is then feasible to expedite retrieval by
processing each group index transducer in a paral-
lel fashion.

3.2 Query Expansion

While sequential information is important, ex-
act string match is very unplausible in this chal-
lenging task, even when subword lattices encode
many alternative recognition hypotheses. Language-
independent query expansion is therefore critical for
success in retrieval. We carry out query expansion
either by allowing a wide lattice output for an audio
query, or by taking advantage of distinctive features
in speech articulation to propose quasi-language-
independent subwords most similar to the given sub-
words in a query.

In particular, for a spoken query, ASR will gen-
erate a subword lattice instead of a one-best sub-
word sequence hypothesis. With the lattice, the au-
dio query is encoded by the best hypothesis from
ASR and its empirical phone confusion. The lattice
can then be represented as a finite-state automata.

However, when the query is given as a target
language subword sequence, we can no longer use
the recognizer to obtain an expanded query. Fur-
thermore, some target language subwords may not
even exist in the quasi-language-independent sub-
word set in the recognizer. In this case, knowledge-
based phone confusion is engaged via the use of a
set of distinctive featuresFj , j ∈ 1, ..., M for hu-
man speech (Chomsky and Halle, 1968), including
labial, alveolar, post-alveolar, retroflex, voiced, as-
pirated, front, back, etc.

We estimate similarity from phonea to phoneb,
or more precisely, substitution tendency as in Equa-
tion 4,

DFsim(a, b) = log
Nab

Na
(4)

where

Nab =
M∑

j=1

(F a
j × F b

j = 1),

Na =
M∑

j=1

(F a
j 6= 0).
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The target subword sequence is first mapped to
the derived subword set, by locating the identical
or nearest member phone in the clustering and then
adopting the surrogate for that cluster. This con-
verted sequence of derived subwords is further ex-
panded by adding the most likely alternative quasi-
language-independent subwords, parallel to each
original subword. Transitions to these alternative
subwords are associated with the corresponding sub-
stitution tendency based on distinctive features.

3.3 Search

An expanded query, either obtained from an audio
query or a subword sequence query, is represented
as a weighted finite state automata. Searching this
query in the utterances is achieved by composing the
query automata with the index transducer. This re-
sults in another finite state transducer, which is fur-
ther processed by projection on output, removal of
ǫ arcs and determinization. The output is a list of
retrieved speech utterances, each with the expected
count of the query.

Apparently, the precision and recall of the re-
trieval results vary with the width of the subword
lattices used for indexing as well as how much the
query is expanded. We control the width of the sub-
word lattices via the number of tokens and the max-
imum probability decrease allowed for each step in
the Viterbi decoding. The extend to which a sub-
word sequence query is expanded is determined by
the lowest allowed similarity between the original
phone and an alternative phone. These parameters
are set empirically.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset

The known language pool should cover as many lan-
guage families as possible so that the derived sub-
words could better approximate language indepen-
dence. However, as a pilot study, this paper reports
experiments using only languages within the Indo-
European family. Table 1 summarizes the size of
speech data from each language. Croatian is used
as the unknown target language, and the other three
languages are the known languages used for de-
riving and training the quasi-language-independent
subword models. We extracted 80% of all speakers

per language for training, and 10% as a development
set.

Language ID Hours Spks Style
Croatian hrv 21.3 201 Read+answers
English hub 13.6 406 Broadcast
Spanish spa 14.6 120 Read+answers
Russian rus 2.5 63 Read+answers

Table 1: Summary for data: language ID, total length,
number of speakers and speaking style for each language.

4.2 Settings

The speech retrieval task aims to find speech utter-
ances that contain a particular query. We use two
kinds of queries: 1) subword sequence queries, tran-
scribed as a sequence of phonetic symbols in the tar-
get language; 2) audio queries, each being an audio
segment of the speech query in the target language.

Since we aim to match speech patterns that sound
like each other, the queries used in this experiment
are relatively short, about 3 to 5 syllables. This adds
to the challenge in that very limited redundant in-
formation is available for query-utterance matching.
There are totally40 subword sequences and40 audio
queries, each occurs in between 18 and 38 utterances
out of a set of 576 utterances.

In addition to a cross-lingual retrieval system built
using only the known languages, we incrementally
augment resource on the target language to build
more knowledgeable systems.

AM0LM0: Both the acoustic model (AM)
and the language model (LM) are quasi-language-
independent, trained using data in multiple known
languages. This happens when no transcribed
speech data or a defined phone set exist for the tar-
get language. Essentially the system has no direct
knowledge about the target language.

AM0LMt: This setting examines the perfor-
mance gap due to the acoustic model mismatch
by using a quasi-language-independent AM, but a
target language LM. Suppose that a word dictio-
nary with phonetic transcription and possibly some
text data from the target language are available,
for training a target language subword LM. To find
the mapping between target triphones and language-
independent source AMs, linguistic knowledge and
phonetic symbol notation are the only information
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we can use. First, we map each of target mono-
phones to source phone symbols: Any source cluster
that contains a phonetic symbol with the same nota-
tion as the target phonetic symbol becomes a surro-
gate symbol for that target phone. If a target phone
is unseen to the known languages, the most similar
phone will be chosen first. The similarity is based on
the distinctive features, as discussed in Section 3.2.
Second, the target triphones are converted to possi-
ble source triphones for which acoustic models ex-
ist. Each target triphone not modeled in the source
language AM is replaced with the corresponding di-
phone (subword pair) if it exists, otherwise the cen-
ter phone.

AMtLM0: This setting examines the perfor-
mance gap due to the language model mismatch by
using a quasi-language-independent source LM, but
a target language AM. For the source triphones and
monophones that do not exist in the target AM, they
are mapped to target AMs in a way similar as de-
scribed above.

AMtLMt: Both AM and LM are trained for the
target language. This setting provides an upper
bound of the performance for different settings.

4.3 Metrics

We evaluate the performance for both subword
recognition and speech retrieval, measured as fol-
lows.

Recognition Accuracy: The ground truth is en-
coded using subwords in the target language while
the recognition output is encoded using quasi-
language-independent subwords in Section 2. To
measure the recognition accuracy, we label each
quasi-language-independent subword cluster using
the most frequent target language subword that ap-
pears in that cluster. The hypothesis subword se-
quence is then compared against the groundtruth us-
ing a dynamic-programming-based string alignment
procedure. The recognition accuracy is defined as
REC − ACC = H−I

N × 100%, whereH, I, and
N are the numbers of correct labels, insertion errors
and groundtruth labels respectively.

Retrieval Precision: The retrieval performance
is measured using Mean Average Precision (IR −
MAP ), defined as the mean of the Average Preci-
sion (AP ) for a set of different queriesx. Mean
Average Precision (IR − MAP ) can be defined in

Equation 5. n is the number of ordered retrieved
utterances andR is the total number of relevant ut-
terances.fi is an indicator function whether theith

retrieved utterance does contain the query. Precision
pm for top m retrieved utterances can be calculated
aspm = 1

m

∑m
k=1 f(k).

IR−MAP =
1
Q

Q∑

x=1

AP (x),

AP (x) =
1

R(x)

n(x)∑

i=1

fi(x)pi(x). (5)

We useIR − MAPA andIR − MAPS to denote
the retrieval MAP for audio queries and subword se-
quence queries respectively.

4.4 Results

Table 2 presents a few examples of the derived
quasi-language-independent subwords. As dis-
cussed in Section 2, these subwords are obtained by
bottom-up clustering of all the language-dependent
IPA phones in the multiple known languages. The
same IPA symbol across languages may lie in the
same cluster, e.g.,/z/ in Cluster 1, or different clus-
ters, e.g.,/j/ in Cluster 3 and 4. Although symbols
within the same language are discouraged to be in
one cluster, it still desirably happens for highly sim-
ilar pairs, e.g.,/1/rus and/j/rus in Cluster 4.

Cluster ID Surrogate Other phone members
1 /z/hub /z/spa, /z/rus, /zj/rus

2 /tSj/rus /tS/hub, /tS/spa

3 /j/hub /j/spa

4 /i:/hub /1/rus, /j/rus

Table 2: Examples of quasi-language-independent sub-
words, as clusters of source language IPAs.

Table 3 compares the subword recognition
and retrieval performance for the quasi-language-
independent subwords and IPA phones. We can

Setting REC − ACC IR − MAPA IR − MAPS

IPA 37.18% 17.90% 31.40%

AM0LM0 42.52% 23.24% 32.62%

Table 3: Performance of quasi-languange-independent
subword and IPA.
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Setting AMtLMt AMtLM0 AM0LMt AM0LM0

REC − ACC 73.45% 67.29% 49.88% 42.52%

IR − MAPA 58.82% 52.38% 28.32% 23.24%

IR − MAPS 76.96% 51.86% 34.95% 32.62%

Table 4: Performance of subword recognition and speech
retrieval.

see that on the unknown language Croatian, the de-
rived quasi-language-independent subwords outper-
form the IPA symbol set in both phone recognition
and retrieval using two kinds of queries.
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Figure 3: Speech retrieval performance for subword se-
quence queries
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Figure 4: Speech retrieval performance for audio queries

Table 4 presents the subword recognition accu-
racy and retrieval performance with optimal query
width. Figure 3 and Figure 4 presents speech
retrieval performance at varying query widths for
subword sequence queries and audio queries re-
spectively. It is shown that speech retrieval in
completely unknown language achieves MAP of
23.24% and 32.62% while the system trained using

the most available knowledge about the target lan-
guage reaches MAP of 58.82% and 76.96%, for au-
dio queries and subword sequence queries respec-
tively. We also demonstrate access to phone fre-
quency (AM0LMt) and acoustic data (AMtLM0)
both boosts retrieval performance, and the effect is
roughly additive (AMtLMt).

5 Conclusion and Discussion

In this work, we present a speech retrieval approach
in unknown languages. This approach leverages
on speech recognition based on quasi-language-
independent subword models derived from multi-
ple known languages, and finite state machine based
fuzzy speech pattern matching and retrieval. Our
experiments use Croatian as the unknown language
and English, Russian and Spanish as the known lan-
guages. Results show that the derived subwords out-
perform the IPA symbols, and access to the subword
language model and acoustic models in the unknown
language explains the gap between this challenging
task and retrieval with knowledge about the target
language.

The proposed retrieval approach on unknown lan-
guages can be viewed as a machine learning model
of phonetic assimiliation, in which the segments
in an unknown language are mapped to language-
independent subwords learned from the multiple
known languages. However, another important cog-
nitive process, i.e., accomodation, is not yet mod-
eled. We believe the capability to create new sub-
words unseen in the known languages would lead
to improved performance. In particular, speech seg-
ments that are hypothesized by the quasi-language-
independent subword recognizer with very low con-
fidence scores can be clustered to form these new
subwords, accomodating to the unknown language.

The approach in this work can be readily scaled
up to much larger speech corpora. In particular,
larger corpora would make it more practical to im-
plement the accomodation process discussed above.
Besides, that would also enable online adaptation
of the model parameters of the quasi-language-
independent subword recognizer. Both are believed
to promise reduced gap between retrieval perfor-
mance in a known language and an unknown lan-
guage, and are potential future work beyond this pa-
per.
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Abstract

Most of the Internet data for Indian languages
exist in various encodings, causing difficul-
ties in searching for the information through
search engines. In the Indian scenario, ma-
jority web pages are not searchable or the in-
tended information is not efficiently retrieved
by the search engines due to the following:
(1) Multiple text-encodings are used while
authoring websites. (2) Inspite of Indian
languages sharing common phonetic nature,
common words like loan words (borrowed
from other languages like Sanskrit, Urdu or
English), transliterated terms, pronouns etc.,
can not be searched across languages. (3) Fi-
nally the query input mechanism is another
major problem. Most of the users hardly know
how to type in their native language and pre-
fer to access the information through English
based transliteration. This paper addresses all
these problems and presents a transliteration
based search engine (inSearch) which is ca-
pable of searching 10 multi-script and multi-
encoded Indian languages content on the web.

1 Introduction
India is a multi-language and multi-script coun-
try with 23 official languages and 11 written script
forms. About a billion people in India use these lan-
guages as their first language. About 5% of the pop-
ulation (usually the educated class) can understand
English as their second language. Hindi is spoken
by about 30% (G. E. Burkhart, S. E. Goodman, A.
Mehta and L. Press, 1998) of the population, but it is
concentrated in urban areas and north-central India,

and is still not only foreign, but often unpopular in
many other regions.

Though considerable amount of Indic content is
available on the World Wide Web (WWW), we can
observe that search development is very less when
compared to the official languages of the United Na-
tions (UN). The primary reason for this can be at-
tributed for much delayed standards and lack of sup-
port from operating systems and browsers in ren-
dering Indic scripts. This caused web publishers to
develop their own proprietory encodings/fonts, who
are now hesitant to use available standards such as
Unicode/ISCII. This creates a major hinderance in
accessing Indian content through existing search en-
gines.

Most of the search engines support Indic search
in Unicode data only. But, considerable amount
of content is available in ASCII based font encod-
ings which is much larger (more dynamic also) than
Unicode (Unicode Consortium - Universal Code
Standard, 1991) or ISCII (ISCII - Indian Stan-
dard Code for Information Interchange, 1983) for-
mats. Apart from this, language independent infor-
mation like loan words, transliterated words, pro-
nouns etc., are also not accessible across Indian lan-
guages. Most users are familiar with English key-
board typing than any Indian language, and would
be interested to query through English translitera-
tion. So, a meta standard transliteration scheme
(IT3 sec3.1) has to be commonly defined across all
the Indian languages, and the web content has to
be appropriately converted. Also, the web pages
need to be indexed using phonetic features like
(diphone/triphones/syllables), which will be conve-
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nient to retrieve and rank the pages. In this paper,
we incorporate all these aspects to make search en-
gine as the meaningful searching tool for Indian lan-
guages.

The paper is organized into six sections. The
first section explains the nature of Indic scripts.
The second section details the various major en-
coding formats and transliteration scheme used to
store and render Indic data. In section three, novel
approaches for preprocessing Indic data like font-
encoding identification and font-data conversion are
explained. In section four, the experiments regard-
ing stemming and grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) for
Indian-English using Classification and Regression
Tree (CART) are described and stop words identifi-
cation is also explained. The fifth section discusses
the issues in developing a multi-lingual search en-
gine for Indian languages. The sixth section explains
the three possible ways to devlope a cross-lingual
search engine. Finally the report and summary are
included with conclusion.

2 Nature of Indic Scripts

The scripts in Indian languages have originated from
the ancient Brahmi script. The basic units of the
writing system are referred to as Aksharas. The
properties of Aksharas are as follows: (1) An Ak-
shara is an orthographic representation of a speech
sound (2) Aksharas are syllabic in nature (3) The
typical forms of Akshara are V, CV, CCV and
CCCV, thus have a generalized form of C*V. The
shape of an Akshara depends on its composition of
consonants and the vowel, and sequence of the con-
sonants. In defining the shape of an Akshara, one
of the consonant symbols acts as pivotal symbol (re-
ferred to as semi-full form). Depending on the con-
text, an Akshara can have a complex shape with
other consonant and vowel symbols being placed on
top, below, before, after or sometimes surrounding
the pivotal symbol (referred to as half-form).

Thus to render an Akshara electronically, a set of
semi-full or half-forms have to be rendered, which
are in turn rendered using a set of basic shapes
referred to as glyphs. Often a semi-full form or
half-form is rendered using two or more glyphs,
thus there is no one-to-one correspondence between
glyphs of a font and semi-full or half-forms.

2.1 Convergence and Divergence
All Indian languages except English and Urdu share
a common phonetic base, i.e., they share a com-
mon set of speech sounds. While all of these lan-
guages share a common phonetic base, some of the
languages such as Hindi, Marathi and Nepali also
share a common script known as Devanagari. But
languages such as Telugu, Kannada and Tamil have
their own scripts. The property which distinguishes
these languages can be attributed to the phonotactics
in each of these languages rather than the scripts and
speech sounds. Phonotactics is the permissible com-
bination of phones that can co-occur in a language.

This knowledge helps us in designing a common
transliteration scheme, and also in identifying and
converting different text encodings.

3 Indic Data Formats
Another aspect involved in the diversity of electronic
content of Indian languages is their format of digi-
tal storage. Storage formats like ASCII (American
Standard Code for Information Interchange) based
fonts, ISCII (Indian Standard code for Information
Interchange), Unicode and phonetic based translit-
eration schemes are often used to store the digital
text data in Indian languages. Most of the text is
rendered using some fonts of these formats.

3.1 Phonetic Transliteration Schemes
Transliteration is a mapping from one system of
writing into another, word by word, or ideally let-
ter by letter. It is the practice of transcribing a word
or text written in one writing system into another
writing system. Transliterations in the narrow sense
are used in situations where the original script is
not available to write down a word in that script,
while still high precision is required. One instance
of transliteration is the use of an English computer
keyboard to type in a language that uses a different
alphabet, such as Russian, Hindi etc. Transliterated
texts are often used in emails, blogs, and electronic
correspondence where non-Latin keyboards are un-
available, is sometimes referred to by special com-
posite terms that demonstrate the combination of
English characters and the original non-Latin word
pronunciation: Ruglish, Hebrish, Greeklish, Ara-
bish or Hinlish.
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To handle diversified storage formats of scripts of
Indian languages such as ASCII based fonts, ISCII
and Unicode etc., it is useful and becomes essen-
tial to use a meta-storage format. ISO 15919 stan-
dards (Transliteration of Indic Scripts: How to use
ISO 15919, ) describes development of translitera-
tion for Indic scripts. A transliteration scheme maps
the Aksharas of Indian languages onto English al-
phabets and it could serve as meta-storage format
for text-data. Since Aksharas in Indian languages
are orthographic representation of speech sound, and
they have a common phonetic base, it is suggested to
have a phonetic transliteration scheme such as IT3
(Ganapathiraju M., Balakrishnan M., Balakrishnan
N. and Reddy R., 2005) (Prahallad Lavanya, Pra-
hallad Kishore and GanapathiRaju Madhavi, 2005).
Thus, when the font-data is converted into IT3, it es-
sentially turns the whole effort into font-to-Akshara
conversion. Thus IT3 transliteration is used as com-
mon representation scheme for all Indic data for-
mats. The same is used to get the input from the
user also.

4 Indic Data Preprocessing

In search engine development, it is an absolute re-
quirement that the content should be in an unique
format to build a efficient index table. So, prepro-
cessing the web content is unavoidable here. Most
of the Indian language electronic data is either Uni-
code encoded or glyph based font encoded. Process-
ing Unicode data is quite straight forward because it
follows distinguished code ranges for each language
and there is a one-to-one correspondence between
glyphs (shapes) and characters. But this is not true in
the case of glyph based font encoded data. Hence, it
becomes necessary to identify the font encoding and
convert the font-data into a phonetic transliteration
sheme like IT3. The following subsections explain
the stages in detail.

4.1 Font-Encoding Identification
The problem of font-identification could be defined
as, given a set of words or sentences to identify the
font-encoding by finding the minimum distance be-
tween the input glyph codes and the models repre-
senting font-encodings. Existing works (Anil Ku-
mar Singh and Jagadeesh Gorla, 2007) addressed the

Table 1: Font-Type Identification for Words.

Font Name Uniglyph Biglyph Triglyph
Amarujala (Hindi) 100% 100% 100%
Jagran (Hindi) 100% 100% 100%
Webdunia (Hindi) 0.1% 100% 100%
Shree-Tel (Telugu) 7.3% 100% 100%
Eenadu (Telugu) 0.2% 100% 100%
Vaarttha (Telugu) 29.1% 100% 100%
E-Panchali (Tamil) 93% 100% 100%
Amudham (Tamil) 100% 100% 100%
Shree-Tam (Tamil) 3.7% 100% 100%
English-Text 0% 96.3% 100%

same problem but with limited success.
In this context, the proposed approach (A. A. Raj

and K. Prahallad, 2007) use vector space model
and Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency
(TF-IDF) for font-encoding identification. This ap-
proach is used to weigh each term in the font-data
according to its uniqueness. Thus it captures the
relevancy among term and document. Here, Term:
refers to a unit of glyph. In this work, experiments
are performed with different units such as single
glyph gi (uniglyph), two consecutive glyphs gi−1gi

(biglyph) and three consecutive glyphs gi−1gigi+1

(triglyph). Document: It refers to the font-data
(words and sentences) in a specific font-encoding.

To build a model for each font-encoding scheme,
we need sufficient data. So we have collected man-
ually an average of 0.12 million unique words per
type for nearly 37 different glyph based fonts. To
create a vector space model for a font-encoding, pri-
marily the term (uniglyph or biglyph or triglyph) is
extracted out of the font-data. Then TF-IDF weights
are calculated for all terms in the documents.

Identification Results: The steps involved are as
follows. Firstly, terms from the input word or sen-
tence are extracted. Then a query vector using those
terms is created. The distance between query vec-
tor and all the models of font-encoding is computed
using TF-IDF weights. The input word is said to
be originated from the model which gives a max-
imum TF-IDF value. It is typically observed that
TF-IDF weights are more sensitive to the length of
query. The accuracy increases with the increase in
the length of test data. Thus, two different types
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Table 2: Font-Type Identification for Sentences.

Font Name Uniglyph Biglyph Triglyph
Amarujala (Hindi) 100% 100% 100%
Jagran (Hindi) 100% 100% 100%
Webdunia (Hindi) 100% 100% 100%
Shree-Tel (Telugu) 100% 100% 100%
Eenadu (Telugu) 0% 100% 100%
Vaarttha (Telugu) 100% 100% 100%
E-Panchali (Tamil) 100% 100% 100%
Amudham (Tamil) 100% 100% 100%
Shree-Tam (Tamil) 100% 100% 100%
English-Text 0% 100% 100%

of test data were prepared for testing. One is a set
of unique words and the other is a set of sentences.
It should also be noted that the accuracy depends
on various factors: a) The number of font-encodings
from which the identifier has to select one b) The in-
herent confusion of one font-encoding with another
and c) The type of unit used in modeling. For 1000
different number of inputs (words and sentences) we
have identified the closest models and calculated the
accuracy. It is repeatedly done for various (uniglyph,
biglyph and triglyph) categories. From Tables 1 and
2, it is clear that triglyph seems to be an appropriate
unit for a term in the identification of font-encoding.
It can also be seen that the performance at word and
sentence level is 100% with triglyph.

4.2 Font-Data Conversion
The problem of font-data conversion could be de-
fined as a module whose input is sequence of glyph
codes and whose output is a sequence of Aksharas
(characters) of Indian languages.

Existing methods and solutions proposed by (Hi-
manshu Garg, 2005) (Khudanpur S. and Schafer C.,
Devanagari Converters, 2003) lack in, a) Framing
a generic methodology or algorithm for conversion
of font-data of all Indian languages b) Since glyph
codes are manually constructed, 100% accurate con-
version is achievable c) Existing methods requires
large amount of effort for each font-encoding d)
Large number of rules have to be written for rule
based system e) Large parallel corpora has to be pre-
pared for training f) They don’t exploit shape and
positional information of the glyphs, thus reducing

accuracy in conversion process.
Exploiting Position and Shape Information: (A.

A. Raj and K. Prahallad, 2007) Characters in Indian
languages change their shape where they appear
(top, bottom, left, right) in the script. In this work, an
unambiguous glyph code mapping is done by intro-
ducing a simple alphanumeric scheme where the al-
phabets denote the corresponding phoneme and the
number denotes the glyph position. We followed
IT3 phonetic notations and the position numbers as
described below. Glyphs which could be in a) piv-
otal (center) position are referred by code 0/1. b)
left position of pivotal symbol are referred by code
2. c) right position of pivotal symbol are referred by
code 3. d) top position of pivotal symbol are referred
by code 4. e) bottom position of pivotal symbol are
referred by code 5.

Training: First in the training, a font-encoding for
a language is selected and a glyph-map table is pre-
pared by hand-coding the relation between glyphs
(suffixed with their position and shape information)
and IT3 notations. In the second stage, a simple
set of glyph assimilation rules are defined (Multi-
Lingual Screen Reader and Processing of Font-data
in Indian Languages, ). We iterated through the fol-
lowing steps until there are minimal errors on held-
out test set of words. Results are checked for errors
using human evaluation. If errors are found then the
rules are updated or redefined. The above process is
repeated for 3 different font-encodings of different
font-families of the chosen language.

Evaluation: While testing, a new font from the
same language is selected and a glyph-mapping ta-
ble is prepared. It has to be noted that for new font,
we don’t update or add any glyph assimilation rules,
and thus we use the existing rules obtained during
training phase. A random set of 500 words from
that font-data is picked-up. The conversion accuracy
is evaluated using human evaluation. We have built
converters for 10 Indian languages and 37 different
font-encodings. The evaluations results in Table 3
indicate that the font-data conversion performs con-
sistently above 99% for a new font-encoding across
languages except for Telugu. Thus in our approach
the effort of building rules is limited to three differ-
ent fonts of a language to build the converter. To add
a new font, only glyph-map table is required and no
more repetition of rule building process.
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In Table 3, we can observe inferior performance
for Telugu. It is due to the number of glyphs and
their possible combinations are higher than other
languages. Also it is common for all Indian lan-
guages that the pivotal character glyph comes first
and other supporting glyphs come next in the script.
But in Telugu the supporting glyphs may come be-
fore the pivotal glyph which creates ambiguity in
forming assimilation rules.

5 Experiments and Discussion

In this section, the experiments performed to build
the tools/modules are explained. Most of them used
the CART tool to train and test. These modules/tools
are integrated and used for development of the pro-
posed search engine.

5.1 CART (Classification and Regression Tree)
CART is a decision tree procedure introduced by
Breiman et al., in 1984. CART uses an exhaus-
tive, recursive partitioning routine to generate binary
splits that divide each parent node into two child
nodes by posing a series of yes-no questions. CART
searches for questions that split nodes into relatively
homogenous child nodes. As the tree evolves, the
nodes become increasingly more homogenous, iden-
tifying segments. The basic CART building algo-
rithm is a greedy algorithm which chooses the lo-
cally best discriminatory feature at each stage in the
process.

Stop Parameter: The stop parameter specifies the
minimum number of samples necessary in the train-
ing set before a question is hypothesized to distin-
guish the group. Normally with smaller stop value
the model may become over-trained. The optional
stop value may differ for different datasets of differ-
ent languages.

Predictee: In a given feature set, the feature that
is to be predicted as the output is termed as the pre-
dictee. By default, the first feature in the feature-set
is taken as the predictee, but always the predictee
can be specified while giving the description of the
data. Some times CART is over-fit with training
data, which may reduce the performance.

Feature Selection: Many experiments were con-
ducted for different problems like grapheme to
phoneme conversion (G2P) for English (Indian-

Table 3: Font-Data Conversion Results (Precision Val-
ues).

Language Font Name Training / Result
Testing

Hindi Amarujala Training 99.2%
Jagran Training 99.4%
Naidunia Training 99.8%
Webdunia Training 99.4%
Chanakya Testing 99.8%

Marathi ShreePudhari Training 100%
ShreeDev Training 99.8%
TTYogesh Training 99.6%
Shusha Testing 99.6%

Telugu Eenadu Training 93%
Vaarttha Training 92%
Hemalatha Training 93%
TeluguFont Testing 94%

Tamil ElangoValluvan Training 100%
ShreeTam Training 99.6%
ElangoPanchali Training 99.8%
Tboomis Testing 100%

Kannada Shree Kan Training 99.8%
TTNandi Training 99.4%
BRH Kannada Training 99.6%
BRH Vijay Testing 99.6%

Malayalam Revathi Training 100%
Karthika Training 99.4%
Thoolika Training 99.8%
Shree Mal Testing 99.6%

Gujarati Krishna Training 99.6%
Krishnaweb Training 99.4%
Gopika Training 99.2%
Divaya Testing 99.4%

Punjabi DrChatrikWeb Training 99.8%
Satluj Training 100%

Bengali ShreeBan Training 97.5%
hPrPfPO1 Training 98%
Aajkaal Training 96.5%

Oriya Dharitri Training 95%
Sambad Training 97%
AkrutiOri2 Training 96%
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English) and stemming. These experiments were
conducted with different possible features and stop
values. Features for English G2P conversion were
manually prepared for each letter and for stemming,
the roots were manually identified for each word.
The features vary from experiment to experiment
and consequently the dimension of the features also
vary.

Evaluation: For each experiment, we have con-
sidered ’N’ number of words per language and we
have generated ’M’ number of features out of them.
From the available features we have segregated ’X’
number of features for training and ’Y’ number of
features for testing in 80:20 ratio. Using these sets,
we have evaluated the training and testing perfor-
mance for various stop values.

5.2 Stemming
Stemming is the use of linguistic analysis to get
to the root form of a word. Search engines that
use stemming compare the root forms of the search
terms to the documents in its database. For example,
if the user enters “viewer” as the query, the search
engine reduces the word to its root (”view”) and re-
turns all documents containing the root - like doc-
uments containing view, viewer, viewing, preview,
review etc. Since our training data is very small it
fails for out-of-vocabulary words. And also, it fails
for homographs (a homograph is one of a group of
words that share the same spelling but have different
meanings).

For stemming in Indian languages, inflections of
the words are formed mostly by suffixes than pre-
fixes. So considering the first 5 phones of a word
would help to predict the root of the word. But, for
English prefixes as well as suffixes are equally used
to form inflections. So prefixes are separated and
considered as a single unit like a phone here. So we
have selected the features like

• First 6 phones for English and

• First 5 phones for Indian languages

Stemming results for various languages are shown
in Table 4. It shows that sto-value 1 would be op-
timal, when we used training and testing features in
the ratio 907:227 for English, 3606:902 for Tamil
and 987:247 for Telugu.

Table 4: Stemming Performance.

Language Stop Value Training Testing
English 1 100% 99.55%

2 98.78% 96.01%
3 94.59% 90.26%
4 86.64% 82.3%

Tamil 1 93.25% 77.69%
2 84.74% 75.24%
3 80.63% 74.49%
4 77.08% 73.47%

Telugu 1 100% 93%
2 100% 92%
3 100% 93%
4 100%g 94%

5.3 English G2P Conversion
Our search uses phonetic features like syllables. In
cross-linguagl search support for English input is
neccessary. So we need a mechanism to convert the
query from its grapheme form to phoneme form. It
is very challenging since English words doesn’t fol-
low one-to-one correspondence between its letters
and its phonemes.

For G2P conversion of English words, the letters
of the word are used as features. We hypothesize
that the first and last letters of the word and previ-
ous and next letters of the current letter help much
to predict its phoneme. So we have selected the fea-
tures like

• First and Last letters of the word and Previous
and Next letters of the Current letter

The G2P conversion results for Indian-English is
shown in Table 5. It shows that stop-value 1 would
be optimal for a training feature set of 106896 and
testing feature set of 26724.

5.4 Stop Words Identification
Stop words, is the name given to the words which
are filtered out prior to, or after processing of nat-
ural language data (text). There is no definite list
of stop words which all natural language process-
ing tools incorporate. Some search engines don’t
index/record extremely common words in order to
save space or to speed up searches. The list of stop
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Table 5: English G2P Conversion Performance.

Stop Value Training Testing
1 95.89% 85.56%
2 92.15% 85.37%
3 90.79% 85.56%
4 89.73% 85.53%

words for Indian languages have not been identified
yet. So, we tried to generate the list by the basic idea
that the most common words of a language might
have occurred more frequently than other words in
the corpus. We generated a list of top 500 frequently
occurred words in a language. Then stop words list
was produced with the help of a linguist who manu-
ally cleaned it.

6 inSearch - Search Engine for Indian
Languages

Most information seekers use a search engine to
begin their web activity (Prasad Pingali, Jagadeesh
Jalagarlamudi and Vasudeva Varma, 2006). In this
case, users submit a query (typically a list of key-
words) and receive a list of web pages that may be
relevant. In conventional information retrieval sys-
tems (Google, Live, Yahoo, Guruji etc.) the user
must enter a search query in the language/encoding
of the documents in order to retrieve it. This re-
striction clearly limits the amount of information to
which an user will have access.

Developing a search engine for Indian languages
faces many challenges. Some of them are, identify-
ing the text-encoding of the web content, converting
them into a transliteration scheme, developing stem-
mers and identifying the stop words etc. Also one
need to design a good mechanism/tool (A. Joshi, A.
Ganu, A. Chand, V. Parmar and G. Mathur, 2004)
to accept user’s query in transliteration scheme or
standard encoding like UTF-8 and even in English
also. inSearch is a search engine for Indian lan-
guages developed by considering all the above dis-
cussed issues and solutions. Fig 1 shows the basic
architecture and the following sub-sections explain
them further.

6.0.1 Web Crawling
Our web crawling is language focused. It takes a

list of identified URLs per language for which we
have converters. Then it crawls those pages and
stores the documents locally for further processing.
It maintains the same directory structure as on the
web and ordered by date.

6.0.2 Indexing
The effectiveness of any search engine mainly de-

pends on its index structure. The structure should be
capable of catering sufficient and relevant informa-
tion to the users in terms of their needs. To serve
users with the contexual information in their own
language, the system needs to index on meaning rep-
resentation and not on plain text. Also, the size of
the index should not be too large.

Conventional search engines use stemming tech-
nology to get the root of the word and index the doc-
ument about it. Thus, it will search not only for the
search terms, but also for its inflexions and similar to
some or all of those terms. But in case of Indian lan-
guages, there is no effective algorithm or tool to do
stemming. So we used phonetic features like sylla-
bles to index the pages. We extract the first two syl-
lables (since they are almost equal to the root of the
word most of the times) of the word and index about
it. Since, we have identified a method for stemming,
we used them also for indexing. The detailed exper-
iments are provided in the above section 5.2. Our
index structure includes syllables, stem, word, term-
frequency, language, date and doc-id. This struc-
ture enables efficient multi-lingual and cross-lingual
search.

6.0.3 Retrieval
At first, begining two syllables of the words of

the query are extracted. Then the words begining
with those syllables are retrieved from the database.
Hence the common words across languages are cap-
tured here. These words are ranked according to
their phonetic relativeness to the query calculated
by DTW method. The words fall under threshold
are discarded, so that the documents containing the
most related words pop-up. Then the documents are
re-ranked about their term frequency (TF) values (G.
Salton and C. Buckley, 1988) and contextual infor-
mation.
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6.0.4 User Interface
Presently, there is no standard/convenient nota-

tion or keyboard layout to input the query in Indian
languages. Even with UTF-8 encoding most of the
users don’t know how to type the query. So, for
cross-lingual search we provide a phonetic mapping
table to be refered by the user to type the query in
IT3 notation. But for language specific search, we
provide a query typing tool. This tool has buttons
for characters of the selected language. By click-
ing the buttons, user can type the query in his native
script since most of the queries won’t be more than
a word/phrase. After forming the query, user can
search the web and the ranked results are displayed
much like the standard search engine’s results. Here
the cached pages for even font encoded pages are
displayed in UTF-8 encoding.

Figure 1: Search Engine Architecture.

7 Cross-Lingual Search
The development of digital and online information
repositories has created many opportunities and new
problems in information retrieval. Online docu-
ments are available Internationally in many different
languages. This makes it possible for users to di-
rectly access previously unimagined sources of in-
formation. However in conventional information re-
trieval systems, the user must enter a search query in
the language of the documents in order to retrieve it.
This restriction clearly limits the amount and type
of information which an individual user really has
access to. Cross Language Information Retrieval

(CLIR) (F. Gey, N. Kando and C. Peters, 2002) (L.
S. Larkey, M. S. Connell and N. Abduljaleel, 2003)
enables users to enter queries in languages they are
fluent in, and uses language translation methods to
retrieve documents originally written in other lan-
guages.

The aim of this attempt is to extend the search ca-
pability to search across all Indian languages. The
users are ordinary Indians who master one of the In-
dian languages, but have only passive knowledge in
the other neighbour languages. This means that they
can read a text but not search for it since they do not
have active knowledge of how the different concepts
in the other languages are written or spelled. This
will also strengthen the use of the Indian languages
on the Internet and further avoid unnecessary use of
the English language. We are trying to achieve it
step-by-step by using the below mentioned methods.

1.Phonetic Relativeness Measure: In this ap-
proach the phonetic distance (how many inser-
tions/substitutions/deletions occured) between the
query words and the available words is calculated.
Then the closest words are considered as query re-
lated words and the results are produced for those
words. There are many methods to calculate the
phonetic distance and we used DTW (Dynamic
Time Warping) method to calculate the phonetic dis-
tance for our experiments. We used equal weightage
(i.e 1) for insertion, substitution and deletion here.

2.Dictionary Lookup: Here bilingual/multilingual
dictionaries are used to get the translation of the key-
words. Creating such dictionaries for all the words
of a language is time consuming process. Instead,
creating dictionaries for the stems of the words alone
will reduce the effort. Unfortunately there are no
such dictionaries available or methods to create the
stems for all Indian languages. So we developed
CART based decision trees to produce the stems. We
have created such stem based bilingual dictionaries
for 5 Indian languages. Also, we have created a mul-
tilingual dictionary (Table 6) for 8 Indian languages
by keeping English words as keys.

3.Machine Translation: This is considered as an
appropriate solution for cross-language search (Dr.
Pushpak Bhattacharyya, 2006). The query in source
language gets translated into the destination lan-
guage and the results will be produced for it. In this
context, there is a close synergy between the fields of
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Table 6: Multi-lingual Dictionary.

Language Words
Bengali 2028
Gujarati 6141
Hindi 22212
Kannada 22695
Malayalam 23338
Oriya 7287
Tamil 5521
Telugu 8148
English 43185

Cross Language Information Retrieval (CLIR) and
Machine Translation (MT). But such systems for In-
dian languages are under development. We are also
focussing our effort in the same direction to use it
with our engine in the future.

8 Conclusion

In this paper we discussed the importance of be-
ing able to search the Indian language web content
and presented a multi-lingual web search engine in-
Search capable of searching 10 Indian languages.
The nature of Indic scripts, Indic data storage for-
mats and how to preprocess them efficiently are de-
tailed. It explained about how language identifica-
tion, grapheme to phoneme conversion for English
and stemming can be achieved using CART. This
shows that transcoding of proprietary encodings into
a meta standard transliteration scheme makes Indian
language web content accessible through search en-
gines.
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Abstract

For many languages, the size of Wikipedia is
an order of magnitude smaller than the En-
glish Wikipedia. We present a method for
cross-lingual alignment of template and in-
fobox attributes in Wikipedia. The alignment
is used to add and complete templates and
infoboxes in one language with information
derived from Wikipedia in another language.
We show that alignment between English and
Dutch Wikipedia is accurate and that the re-
sult can be used to expand the number of tem-
plate attribute-value pairs in Dutch Wikipedia
by 50%. Furthermore, the alignment pro-
vides valuable information for normalization
of template and attribute names and can be
used to detect potential inconsistencies.

1 Introduction

One of the more interesting aspects of Wikipedia
is that it has grown into a multilingual resource,
with Wikipedia’s for many languages, and system-
atic (cross-language) links between the information
in different language versions. Eventhough English
has the largest Wikipedia for any given language, the
amount of information present in Wikipedia exceeds
that of any single Wikipedia. One of the reasons for
this is that each language version of Wikipedia has
its own cultural and regional bias. It is likely, for
instance, that information about the Netherlands is
better represented in Dutch Wikipedia than in other
Wikipedia’s. Some indication that this is indeed
the case comes from the fact a Google search for
’Pim Fortuyn’ in the Dutch Wikipedia gives 498 hits,

whereas the English Wikipedia gives only 292 hits.
Also, 21,697 pages in Dutch Wikipedia fall in a cate-
gory matching ’Nederlands(e)’, whereas only 9,494
pages in English Wikipedia fall in a category match-
ing ’Dutch’. This indicates that, apart from the ob-
vious fact that smaller Wikipedia’s can be expanded
with information found in the larger Wikipedia’s,
it is also true that even the larger Wikipedia’s can
be supplemented with information harvested from
smaller Wikipedia’s.

Wikipedia infoboxes are tabular summaries of the
most relevant facts contained in an article. They
represent an important source of information for
general users of the encyclopedia. Infoboxes (see
figure 1) encode facts using attributes and values,
and therefore are easy to collect and process au-
tomatically. For this reason, they are extremely
valuable for systems that harvest information from
Wikipedia automatically, such as DbPedia (Auer et
al., 2008). However, as Wu and Weld (2007) note,
infoboxes are missing for many pages, and not all
infoboxes are complete. This is particularly true for
Wikipedia’s in languages other than English.

Infoboxes are a subclass of Wikipedia templates,
which are used by authors of Wikipedia pages to ex-
press information in a systematic way, and to en-
sure that formatting of this information is consistent
across Wikipedia. Templates exist for referring to
multimedia content, external websites, news stories,
scientific sources, other on-line repositories (such as
the Internet Movie Database (IMDB), medical clas-
sification systems (ICD9 and ICD10), coordinates on
Google Maps, etc. Although we are primarily inter-
ested in infoboxes, in the experiments below we take
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{{Infobox Philosopher |
region = Western Philosophy |
era = [[19th-century philosophy]] |
image_name = George Boole.jpg|
image_caption = George Boole |
name = George Lawlor Boole |
birth = November 2, 1815 |
death = December 8, 1864 |
school = Mathematical foundations

of [[computer science]] |
main_interests = [[Mathematics]], [[Logic]] |
ideas = [[Boolean algebra]]

}}

Figure 1: Infobox and (simplified) Wikimedia source

all templates into account.

We plan to use information mined from Wikipedia
for Question Answering and related tasks. In 2007
and 2008, the CLEF question answering track1 used
Wikipedia as text collection. While the usual ap-
proach to open domain question answering relies on
information retrieval for selecting relevant text snip-
pets, and natural language processing techniques for
answer extraction, an alternative stream of research
has focussed on the potential of on-line data-sets for
question answering (Lita et al., 2004; Katz et al.,
2005). In Bouma et al. (2008) it is suggested that
information harvested from infoboxes can be used
for question answering in CLEF. For instance, the
answer to questions such as How high is the Matter-
horn?, Where was Piet Mondriaan born?, and What
is the area of the country Suriname? can in princi-
ple be found in infoboxes. However, in practice the
number of questions that is answered by their Dutch
QA-system by means information from infoboxes is
small. One reason for this is the lack of coverage of
infoboxes in Dutch Wikipedia.

1http://clef-qa.itc.it

In the recent GIKICLEF task2 systems have to find
Wikipedia pages in a number of languages which
match descriptions such as Which Australian moun-
tains are higher than 2000 m?, French bridges which
were in construction between 1980 and 1990, and
African capitals with a population of two million
inhabitants or more. The emphasis in this task is
less on answer extraction from text (as in QA) and
more on accurate interpretation of (geographical)
facts known about an entity. GIKICLEF is closely
related to the entity ranking task for Wikipedia, as
organized by INEX.3 We believe systems partici-
pating in tasks like this could profit from large col-
lections of 〈entity,attribute,value〉 triples harvested
from Wikipedia templates.

In this paper, we propose a method for automati-
cally expanding the amount of information present
in the form of templates. In our experiments,
we used English and Dutch Wikipedia as sources.
Given a page in English, and a matching page in
Dutch, we first find all English-Dutch attribute-value

2http://www.linguateca.pt/GikiCLEF
3http://inex.is.informatik.uni-duisburg.

de
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tuples which have a matching value. Based on the
frequency with which attributes match, we create
a bidirectional, intersective, alignment of English-
Dutch attribute pairs. Finally, we use the set of
aligned attributes to expand the number of attribute-
value pairs in Dutch Wikipedia with information ob-
tained from matching English pages. We also show
that aligned attributes can be used to normalize at-
tribute names and to detect formatting issues and po-
tential inconsistencies in attribute values.

2 Previous Work

DbPedia (Auer et al., 2008) is a large, on-going,
project which concentrates on harvesting informa-
tion from Wikipedia automatically, on normaliza-
tion of the extracted information, on linking the in-
formation with other on-line data repositories, and
on interactive access. It contains 274M facts about
2.6M entities (November, 2008). An important com-
ponent of DbPedia is harvesting of the information
present in infoboxes. However, as Wu and Weld
(2007) note, not all relevant pages have (complete)
infoboxes. The information present in infoboxes
is typically also present in the running text of a
page. One line of research has concentrated on
using the information obtained from infoboxes as
seeds for systems that learn relation extraction pat-
terns (Nguyen et al., 2007). Wu and Weld (2007)
go one step further, and concentrate on learning to
complete the infoboxes themselves. They present
a system which first learns to predict the appropri-
ate infobox for a page (using text classification).
Next, they learn relation extraction patterns using
the information obtained from existing infoboxes as
seeds. Finally, the learned patterns are applied to
text of pages for which a new infobox has been pre-
dicted, to assign values to infobox attributes. A re-
cent paper by Adar et al. (2009) (which only came
to our attention at the time of writing) starts from the
same observation as we do. It presents a system for
completing infoboxes for English, German, French,
and Spanish Wikipedia, which is based on learning a
mapping between infoboxes and attributes in multi-
ple languages. A more detailed comparison between
their approach and ours is given in section 6

The potential of the multilingual nature of
Wikipedia has been explored previously by several

researchers. Adafre and de Rijke (2006) explore ma-
chine translation and (cross-lingual) link structure
to find sentences in English and Dutch Wikipedia
which express the same content. Bouma et al. (2006)
discuss a system for the English-Dutch QA task
of CLEF. They basically use a Dutch QA-system,
which takes questions automatically translated from
English (by the on-line Babelfish translation ser-
vice). To improve the quality of the translation
of named entities, they use, among others, cross-
language links obtained from Wikipedia. Erdmann
et al. (2008) explore the potential of Wikipedia for
the extraction of bilingual terminology. They note
that apart from the cross-language links, page redi-
rects and anchor texts (i.e. the text that is used to
label a hypertext reference to another (wikipedia)
page) can be used to obtain large and accurate bilin-
gual term lists.

3 Data collection and Preparation

We used a dump of Dutch Wikipedia (June 2008)
and English Wikipedia (August 2007) made avail-
able by the University of Amsterdam4 and converted
to an XML-format particularly suitable for informa-
tion extraction tasks.

From these two collections, for each page, we
extracted all attribute-value pairs found in all tem-
plates. Results were stored as quadruples of the
form 〈Page, TemplateName, Attribute, Value〉. Each
TemplateName∼Attribute pair expresses a specific
semantic relation between the entity or concept de-
scribed by the Page and a Value. Values can be
anything, but often refer to another Wikipedia page
(i.e. 〈George Boole, Philosopher, notable ideas,
Boolean algebra〉, where Boolean algebra is a link
to another page) or to numeric values, amounts, and
dates. Note that attributes by themselves tend to be
highly ambiguous, and often can only be interpreted
in the context of a given template. The attribute pe-
riod, for instance, is used to describe chemical el-
ements, royal dynasties, countries, and (historical)
means of transportation. Another source of attribute
ambiguity is the fact that many templates simply
number their attributes. As we are interested in find-
ing an alignment between semantically meaningful
relations in the two collections, we will therefore

4http://ilps.science.uva.nl/WikiXML
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Dutch English

date June 2008 August 2007
pages 715,992 3,840,950
pages with template 290,964 757,379
cross-language links 126,555
templates 550,548 1,074,935
tuples 4,357,653 5,436,033
template names 2,350 7,783
attribute names 7,510 19,378
templ∼attr pairs 23,399 81,671

Table 1: Statistics for the version of Dutch and English
Wikipedia used in the experiment.

concentrate on the problem of finding an alignment
between TemplateName∼Attribute pairs in English
and Dutch Wikipedia.

Some statistics for the two collections are given
in table 1. The number of pages is the count for all
pages in the collection. It should be noted that these
contain a fair number of administrative pages, pages
for multimedia content, redirect pages, page stubs,
etc. The number of pages which contains content
that is useful for our purposes is therefore probably
a good deal lower, and is maybe closer to the num-
ber of pages containing at least one template. Cross-
language links (i.e. links from an English page to
the corresponding Dutch page) where extracted from
English Wikipedia. The fact that 0.5M templates in
Dutch give rise to 4.3M tuples, whereas 1.0M tem-
plates in English give rise to only 5.4M tuples is per-
haps a consequence of the fact that the two collec-
tions are not from the same date, and thus may re-
flect different stages of the development of the tem-
plate system.

We did spend some time on normalization of the
values found in extracted tuples. Our alignment
method relies on the fact that for a sufficient num-
ber of matching pages, tuples can be found with
matching values. Apart from identity and Wikipedia
cross-language links, we rely on the fact that dates,
amounts, and numerical values can often be rec-
ognized and normalized easily, thus increasing the
number of tuples which can be used for alignment.
Normalization addresses the fact that the use of
comma’s and periods (and spaces) in numbers is
different in English and Dutch Wikipedia, and that

dates need to be converted to a standard. English
Wikipedia expresses distances and heights in miles
and feet, weights in pounds, etc., whereas Dutch
Wikipedia uses kilometres, metres, and kilograms.
Where English Wikipedia mentions both miles and
kilometres we preserve only the kilometres. In other
situations we convert miles to kilometres. In spite
of this effort, we noted that there are still quite a
few situations which are not covered by our normal-
ization patterns. Sometimes numbers are followed
or preceded by additional text (approx.14.5 MB, 44
minutes per episode), sometimes there is irregular
formatting (October 101988), and some units sim-
ply are not handled by our normalization yet (i.e.
converting square miles to square kilometres). We
come back to this issue in section 6.

Krötzsch et al. (2007) have aslo boserved that
there is little structure in the way numeric values,
units, dates, etc. are represented in Wikipedia. They
suggest a tagging system similar to the way links to
other Wikipedia pages are annotated, but now with
the aim of representing numeric and temporal values
systematically. If such a system was to be adopted
by the Wikipedia community, it would greatly fa-
cilitate the processing of such values found in in-
foboxes.

4 Alignment

In this section we present our method for aligning
English Template∼Attribute pairs with correspond-
ing pairs in Dutch.

The first step is creating a list of matching tuples.

Step 1. Extract all matching template
tuples.
An English 〈Pagee, Temple∼Attre,
Vale〉 tuple matches a Dutch 〈Paged,
Templd∼Attrd, Vald〉 tuple if Pagee

matches Paged and Vale matches Vald and
there is no other tuple for either Pagee or
Paged with value Vale or Vald.
Two pages or values E and D match if
there exists a cross-language link which
links E and D, or if E=D.

We only take into account tuples for which there
is a unique (non-ambiguous) match between English
and Dutch. Many infoboxes contain attributes which
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often take the same value (i.e. title and imdb title
for movies). Other cases of ambiguity are caused
by numerical values which incidentally may take
on identical values. Such ambiguous cases are ig-
nored. Step 1 gives rise to 149,825 matching tu-
ples.5 It might seem that we find matching tuples
for only about 3-4% of the tuples present in Dutch
Wikipedia. Note, however, that while there are 290K
pages with a template in Dutch Wikipedia, there are
only 126K cross-language links. The total numer
of tuples on Dutch pages for which a cross-language
link to English exists is 837K. If all these tuples have
a counterpart in English Wikipedia (which is highly
unlikely), our method finds a match for 18% of the
relevant template tuples.6

The second step consists of extracting matching
English-Dutch Template∼Attribute pairs from the
list of matching tuples constructed in step 1.

Step 2. For each matching pair of tuples
〈Pagee, Temple∼Attre, Vale〉 and 〈Paged,
Templd∼Attrd, Vald〉, extract the English-
Dutch pair of Template∼Attributes
〈Temple∼Attre,Templd∼Attrd〉.

In total, we extracted 7,772 different English-
Dutch 〈Temple∼Attre,Templd∼Attrd〉 tuples. In
547 cases Temple∼Attre=Templd∼Attrd. In 915
cases, Attre=Attrd. In the remaining 6,310 cases,
Attre 6=Attrd. The matches are mostly accurate. We
evaluated 5% of the matching template∼attribute
pairs, that had been found at least 2 times. For 27%
of these (55 out 205), it was not immediately clear
whether the match was correct, because one of the
attributes was a number. Among the remaing 150
cases, the only clear error seemed to be a match be-
tween the attributes trainer and manager (for soc-
cer club templates). Other cases which are perhaps
not always correct were mappings between succes-
sor, successor1, successor2 on the one hand and af-
ter/next on the other hand. The attributes with a

5It is interesting to note that 51K of these matching tuples
are for pages that have an identical name in English and Dutch,
but were absent in the table of cross-language links. As a result,
we find 32K pages with an identical name in English and Dutch,
and at least one pair of matching tuples. We suspect that these
newly discovered cross-language links are highly accurate.

6If we also include English pages with a name identical to a
Dutch page, the maximum number of matching tuples is 1.1M,
and we find a match for 14% of the data

101 cite web title
27 voetnoot web titel
12 film titel
10 commons 1
7 acteur naam
6 game naam
5 ster naam
4 taxobox zoogdier w-naam
4 plaats naam
4 band band naam
3 taxobox w-naam

Table 2: Dutch template∼attribute pairs matching En-
glish cite web∼title. Counts refer to the number of pages
with a matching value.

number suffix probably refer to the nth successor,
whereas the attributes without suffix probably refer
to the immediate successor.

On the other hand, for some frequent
template∼attribute pairs, ambiguity is clearly
an issue. For the English pair cite web∼title for
instance, 51 different mappings are found. The
most frequent cases are shown in table 2. Note that
it would be incorrect to conclude from this that, for
every English page which contains a cite web∼title
pair, the corresponding Dutch page should include,
for instance, a taxobox∼w-naam tuple.

In the third and final step, the actual alignment
between English-Dutch template∼attribute pairs is
established, and ambiguity is eliminated.

Step 3. Given the list of matching
template∼attribute pairs computed in step
2 with a frequency ≥5, find for each En-
glish Temple∼Attre pair the most frequent
matching Dutch pair Templd∼Attrd. Simi-
larly, for each Dutch pair Templd∼Attrd,
find the most frequent English pair
Temple∼Attre. Return the intersection of
both lists.

2,070 matching template∼attribute tuples are
seen at least 5 times. Preference for the
most frequent bidirectional match leaves 1,305
template∼attribute tuples. Examples of aligned tu-
ples are given in table 3. We evaluated 10% of
the tuples containing meaningful attributes (i.e. not
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English Dutch
Template Attribute Template Attribute

actor spouse acteur partner
book series boek reeks
casino owner casino eigenaar
csi character portrayed csi personage acteur
dogbreed country hond land
football club ground voetbal club stadion
film writer film schrijver
mountain range berg gebergte
radio station airdate radiozender lancering

Table 3: Aligned template∼attribute pairs

numbers or single letters). In 117 tuples, we dis-
covered two errors: 〈aircraft specification∼number
of props, gevechtsvliegtuig∼bemanning〉 aligns the
number of engines with the number of crew
members (based on 10 matching tuples), and
〈book∼country, film∼land〉 involves a mismatch of
templates as it links the country attribute for a book
to the country attribute for a movie.

Note that step 3 is similar to bidirectional inter-
sective word alignment as used in statistical machine
translation (see Ma et al. (2008), for instance). This
method is known for giving highly precise results.

5 Expansion

We can use the output of step 3 of the alignment
method to check for each English tuple whether a
corresponding Dutch tuple can be predicted. If the
tuple does not exist yet, we add it. In total, this
gives rise to 2.2M new tuples for 382K pages for
Dutch Wikipedia (see table 4). We generate almost
300K new tuples for existing Dutch pages (250K for
pages for which a cross-language link already ex-
isted). This means we exand the total number of
tuples for existing pages by 27%. Most tuples, how-
ever, are generated for pages which do not yet exist
in Dutch Wikipedia. These are perhaps less useful,
although one could use the results as knowledge for
a QA-system, or to generate stubs for new Wikipedia
pages which already contain an infobox and other
relevant templates.

The 100 most frequenty added template∼attribute
pairs (ranging from music album∼genre (added
31,392 times) to single∼producer (added 5605

pages triples

existing pages 50,099 253,829
new cross-links 11,526 43,449
new dutch pages 321,069 1,931,277

total 382,694 2,228,555

Table 4: Newly inferred template tuples

times)) are dominated by templates for music al-
bums, geographical places, actors, movies, and tax-
onomy infoboxes.

We evaluated the accuracy of the newly gener-
ated tuples for 100 random existing Dutch wikipedia
pages, to which at least one new tuple was added.
The pages contained 802 existing tuples. 876
tuples were added by our automatic expansion
method. Of these newly added tuples, 62 con-
tained a value which was identical to the value of
an already existing tuple (i.e. we add the tuple
〈Reuzenhaai, taxobox∼naam, Reuzenhaai〉 where
there was already an existing tuple 〈Reuzenhaai,
taxobox begin∼name, Reuzenhaai〉 tuple – note that
we add a properly translated attribute name, where
the original tuple contains a name copied from En-
glish!). The newly added tuples contained 60 tu-
ples of the form 〈Aegna, plaats∼lat dir, N (letter)〉,
where the value should have been N (the symbol for
latitude on the Northern hemisphere in geographical
coordinates), and not the letter N. One page (Akira)
was expanded with an incoherent set of tuples, based
on tuples for the manga, anime, and music producer
with the same name. Apart from this failure, there
were only 5 other clearly incorrect tuples (adding
o.a. place∼name to Albinism, adding name in Dutch
with an English value to Macedonian, and adding
community∼name to Christopher Columbus). In
many cases, added tuples are based on a different
template for the same entity, often leading to almost
identical values (i.e. adding geographical coordi-
nates using slightly different notation). In one case,
Battle of Dogger Bank (1915), the system added new
tuples based on a template that was already in use for
the Dutch page as well, thus automatically updating
and expanding an existing template.
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geboren population

23 birth date 49 inwoners
16 date of birth 9 population
8 date of birth 5 bevolking
8 dateofbirth 4 inwonersaantal
2 born 3 inwoneraantal
2 birth 2 town pop
1 date birth 2 population total
1 birthdate 1 townpop

1 inw.
1 einwohner

Table 6: One-to-many aligned attribute names. Counts
are for the number of (aligned) infoboxes that contain the
attribute.

6 Discussion

6.1 Detecting Irregularities

Instead of adding new information, one may also
search for attribute-value pairs in two Wikipedia’s
that are expected to have the same value, but do
not. Given an English page with attribute-value
pair 〈Attre, Vale〉, and a matching Dutch page with
〈Attrd, Vald〉, where Attre and Attrd have been
aligned, one expects Vale and Vald to match as
well. If this is not the case, something irregular
is observed. We have applied the above rule to
our dataset, and detected 79K irregularities. An
overview of the various types of irregularities is
given in table 5. Most of the non-matching values
are the result of formatting issues, lack of transla-
tions, one value being more specific than the other,
and finally, inconsistencies. Note that inconsisten-
cies may also mean that one value is more recent
than the other (population, (stadium) capacity, latest
release data, spouse, etc.). A number of formatting
issues (of numbers, dates, periods, amounts, etc.)
can be fixed easily, using the current list of irregu-
larities as starting point.

6.2 Normalizing Templates

It is interesting to note that alignment can also be
used to normalize template attribute names. Table 6
illustrates this for the Dutch attribute geboren and
the English attribute population. Both are aligned
with a range of attribute names in the other language.

Such information is extremely valuable for ap-
plications that attempt to harvest knowledge from
Wikipedia, and merge the result in an ontology, or
attempt to use the harvested information in an ap-
plication. For instance, a QA-system that has to an-
swer questions about birth dates or populations, has
to know which attributes are used to express this in-
formation. Alternatively, one can also use this infor-
mation to normalize attribute-names. In that case,
all attributes which express the birth date property
could be replaced by birth date (the most frequent
attribute currently in use for this relation).

This type of normalization can greatly reduce the
noisy character of the current infoboxes. For in-
stance, there are many infoboxes in use for geo-
graphic locations, people, works of art, etc. These
infoboxes often contain information about the same
properties, but, as illustrated above, there is no guar-
antee that these are always expressed by the same
attribute.

6.3 Alignment by means of translation

Template and attribute names in Dutch often are
straightforward translations of the English name,
e.g. luchtvaartmaatschappij/airline, voetbal-
club/football club, hoofdstad/capital, naam/name,
postcode/postalcode, netnummer/area code and
opgericht/founded. One might use this information
as an alternative for determining whether two
template∼attribute pairs express the same relation.

We performed a small experiment on in-
foboxes expressing geographical information, using
Wikipedia cross-language links and an on-line dic-
tionary as multilingual dictionaries. We found that
10 to 15% of the attribute names (depending on the
exact subset of infoboxes taken into consideration)
could be connected using dictionaries. When com-
bined with the attributes found by means of align-
ment, coverage went up to maximally 38%.

6.4 Comparison

It is hard to compare our results with those of Adar
et al. (2009). Their method uses a Boolean classi-
fier which is trained using a range of features to de-
termine whether two values are likely to be equiva-
lent (including identity, string overlap, link relations,
translation features, and correlation of numeric val-
ues). Training data is collected automatically by
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Attributes Values Type
English Dutch English Dutch

capacity capaciteit 23,400 23 400 formatting
nm lat min 04 4 formatting
date date 1775-1783 1775&#8211;1783 formatting
name naam African baobab Afrikaanse baobab translation
artist artiest Various Artists Verschillende artiesten translation
regnum rijk Plantae Plantae (Planten) specificity
city naam, Comune di Adrara San Martino Adrara San Martino specificity
birth date geboren 1934 1934-8-25 specificity
imagepath coa wapenafbeelding coa missing.jpg Alvaneu wappen.svg specificity
population inwonersaantal 5345 5369 inconsistent
capacity capaciteit 13,152 14 400 inconsistent
dateofbirth geboortedatum 2 February 1978 1978-1-2 inconsistent
elevation hoogte 300 228 inconsistent

Table 5: Irregular values in aligned attributes on matching pages

selecting highly similar tuples (i.e. with identical
template and attribute names) as positive data, and a
random tuple from the same page as negative data.
The accuracy of the classifier is 90.7%. Next, for
each potential pairing of template∼attribute pairs
from two languages, random tuples are presented
to the classifier. If the ratio of positively clas-
sified tuples exceeds a certain threshold, the two
template∼attribute pairs are assumed to express the
same relation. The accuracy of result varies, with
matchings of template∼attribute pairs that are based
on the most frequent tuple matches having an accu-
racy score of 60%. They also evaluate their system
by determining how well the system is able to pre-
dict known tuples. Here, recall is 40% and precision
is 54%. The recall figure could be compared to the
18% tuples (for pages related by means of a cross-
language link) for which we find a match. If we
use only properly aligned template∼attribute pairs,
however, coverage will certainly go down some-
what. Precision could be compared to our obser-
vation that we find 149K matching tuples, and, af-
ter alignment, predict an equivalence for 79K tuples
which in the data collecting do not have a matching
value. Thus, for 228K tuples we predict an equiva-
lent values, whereas this is only the case for 149K
tuples. We would not like to conclude from this,
however, that the precision of our method is 65%, as
we observed in section 5 that most of the conflict-
ing values are not inconsistencies, but more often
the consequence of formatting irregularities, transla-

tions, variation in specificity, etc. It is clear that the
system of Adar et al. (2009) has a higher recall than
ours. This appears to be mainly due to the fact that
their feature based approach to determining match-
ing values considers much more data to be equiva-
lent than our approach which normalizes values and
then requires identity or a matching cross-language
link. In future work, we would like to explore more
rigorous normalization (taking the data discussed in
section 5 as starting point) and inclusion of features
to determine approximate matching to increase re-
call.

7 Conclusions

We have presented a method for automatically com-
pleting Wikipedia templates which relies on the mul-
tilingual nature of Wikipedia and on the fact that
systematic links exist between pages in various lan-
guages. We have shown that matching template tu-
ples can be found automatically, and that an accu-
rate set of matching template∼attribute pairs can be
derived from this by using intersective bidirectional
alignment. The method extends the number of tu-
ples by 51% (27% for existing Dutch pages).

In future work, we hope to include more lan-
guages, investigate the value of (automatic) transla-
tion for template and attribute alignment, investigate
alternative alignment methods (using more features
and other weighting scheme’s), and incorporate the
expanded data set in our QA-system for Dutch.
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Abstract

Multilingual Wikipedia has been used exten-
sively for a variety Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP) tasks. Many Wikipedia entries
(people, locations, events, etc.) have descrip-
tions in several languages. These descriptions,
however, are not identical. On the contrary,
descriptions in different languages created for
the same Wikipedia entry can vary greatly in
terms of description length and information
choice. Keeping these peculiarities in mind is
necessary while using multilingual Wikipedia
as a corpus for training and testing NLP ap-
plications. In this paper we present prelimi-
nary results on quantifying Wikipedia multi-
linguality. Our results support the observation
about the substantial variation in descriptions
of Wikipedia entries created in different lan-
guages. However, we believe that asymme-
tries in multilingual Wikipedia do not make
Wikipedia an undesirable corpus for NLP ap-
plications training. On the contrary, we out-
line research directions that can utilize multi-
lingual Wikipedia asymmetries to bridge the
communication gaps in multilingual societies.

1 Introduction

Multilingual parallel corpora such as translations of
fiction, European parliament proceedings, Canadian
parliament proceedings, the Dutch parallel corpus
are being used for training machine translation and
paraphrase extraction systems. All of these corpora
are parallel corpora.

Parallel corpora contain the same information
translated from one language (the source language

of the text) into a set of pre-specified languages with
the goal of preserving the information covered in
the source language document. Translators work-
ing with fiction also carefully preserve the stylistic
details of the original text.

Parallel corpora are a valuable resource for train-
ing NLP tools. However, they exist only for a small
number of language pairs and usually in a specific
context (e.g., legal documents, parliamentary notes).
Recently NLP community expressed a lot of interest
in studying other types of multilingual corpora.

The largest multilingual corpus known at the mo-
ment is World Wide Web (WWW). One part of par-
ticular interest is the on-line encyclopedia-style site,
Wikipedia.1 Most Wikipedia entries (people, loca-
tions, events, etc.) have descriptions in different lan-
guages. However, Wikipedia is not a parallel cor-
pus as these descriptions are not translations of a
Wikipedia article from one language into another.
Rather, Wikipedia articles in different languages are
independently created by different users.

Wikipedia does not have any filtering on who can
write and edit Wikipedia articles. In contrast to pro-
fessional encyclopedias (likeEncyclopedia Britan-
nica), Wikipedia authors and editors are not nec-
essarily experts in the field for which they create
and edit Wikipedia articles. The trustworthiness
of Wikipedia is questioned by many people (Keen,
2007).

The multilinguality of Wikipedia makes this situ-
ation even more convoluted as the sets of Wikipedia
contributors for different languages are not the same.

1http://www.wikipedia.org/
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Moreover, these sets might not even intersect. It
is unclear how similar or different descriptions of
a particular Wikipedia entry in different languages
are. Knowing that there are differences in descrip-
tions for the same entry and the ability to identify
these differences is essential for successful commu-
nication in multilingual societies.

In this paper we present a preliminary study of the
asymmetries in a subset of multilingual Wikipedia.
We analyze the number of languages in which the
Wikipedia entry descriptions are created; and the
length variation for the same entry descriptions cre-
ated in different languages. We believe that this in-
formation can be helpful for understanding asymme-
tries in multilingual Wikipedia. These asymmetries,
in turn, can be used by NLP researchers for training
summarization systems, and contradiction detection
systems.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In
Section 2 we describe related work, including the
work on utilizing parallel corpora. In Section 3
we provide examples of our analysis for several
Wikipedia entries. In Section 4 we describe our cor-
pus, and the systematic analysis performed on this
corpus. In Section 5 we draw conclusions based on
the collected statistics and outline avenues for our
future research.

2 Related Work

There exist several types of multilingual corpora
(e.g., parallel, comparable) that are used in the NLP
community. These corpora vary in their nature ac-
cording to the tasks for which these corpora were
created.

Corpora developed for multilingual and cross-
lingual question-answering (QA), information re-
trieval (IR), and information extraction (IE) tasks
are typically compilations of documents on related
subjects written in different languages. Documents
in such corpora rarely have counterparts in all the
languages presented in the corpus (CLEF, 2000;
Magnini et al., 2003).

Parallel multilingual corpora such as Canadian
parliament proceedings (Germann, 2001), European
parliament proceedings (Koehn, 2005), the Dutch
parallel corpus (Macken et al., 2007), JRC-ACQUIS
Multilingual Parallel Corpus (Steinberger et al.,

2006), and so on contain documents that are exact
translations of the source documents.

Understanding the corpus nature allows systems
to utilize different aspects of multilingual corpora.
For example, Barzilayet al.(2001) use several trans-
lations of the French text ofGustave Flaubert’s
novelMadame Bovaryinto English to mine a corpus
of English paraphrases. Thus, they utilize the cre-
ativity and language expertise of professional trans-
lators who used different wordings to convey not
only the meaning but also the stylistic peculiarities
of Flaubert’s French text into English.

Parallel corpora are a valuable resource for train-
ing NLP tools. However, they exist only for a small
number of language pairs and usually in a specific
context (e.g., legal documents, parliamentary notes).
Recently NLP community expressed a lot of inter-
est in studying comparable corpora. Workshops on
building and using comparable corpora have become
a part of NLP conferences (LREC, 2008; ACL,
2009). A comparable corpus is defined as a set of
documents in one to many languages, that are com-
parable in content and form in various degrees and
dimensions.

Wikipedia entries can have descriptions in several
languages independently created for each language.
Thus, Wikipedia can be considered a comparable
corpus.

Wikipedia is used in QA for answer extraction
and verification (Ahn et al., 2005; Buscaldi and
Rosso, 2006; Ko et al., 2007). In summarization,
Wikipedia articles structure is used to learn the fea-
tures for summary generation (Baidsy et al., 2008).

Several NLP systems utilize the Wikipedia multi-
linguality property. Adafreet al. (2006) analyze the
possibility of constructing an English-Dutch parallel
corpus by suggesting two ways of looking for sim-
ilar sentences in Wikipedia pages (using matching
translations and hyperlinks). Richmanet al. (2008)
utilize multilingual characteristics of Wikipedia to
annotate a large corpus of text with Named Entity
tags. Multilingual Wikipedia has been used to fa-
cilitate cross-language IR (Schönhofen et al., 2007)
and to perform cross-lingual QA (Ferrández et al.,
2007).

One of the first attempts to analyze similarities
and differences in multilingual Wikipedia is de-
scribed in Adaret al. (2009) where the main goal
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is to use self-supervised learning to align or/and cre-
ate new Wikipedia infoboxes across four languages
(English, Spanish, French, German). Wikipedia
infoboxes contain a small number of facts about
Wikipedia entries in a semi-structured format.

3 Analysis of Multilingual Wikipedia
Entry Examples

Wikipedia is a resource generated by collaborative
effort of those who are willing to contribute their ex-
pertise and ideas about a wide variety of subjects.
Wikipedia entries can have descriptions in one or
several languages. Currently, Wikipedia has articles
in more than200 languages. Table 1 presents infor-
mation about the languages that have the most ar-
ticles in Wikipedia: the number of languages, the
language name, and the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) standard language tag.2

English is the language having the most number
of Wikipedia descriptions, however, this does not
mean that all the Wikipedia entries have descriptions
in English. For example, entries about people, lo-
cations, events, etc. famous or/and important only
within a community speaking in a particular lan-
guage are not likely to have articles in many lan-
guages. Below, we list a few examples that illustrate
this point. Of course, more work is required to quan-
tify the frequency of such entries.

• the Wikipedia entry about Mexican singer and
actressRoćıo Banquellshas only one descrip-
tion: in Spanish;

• the Wikipedia entry about a mountain ski re-
sort Falakro in northern Greece has descrip-
tions in four languages: Bulgarian, English,
Greek, Nynorsk (one of the two official Nor-
wegian standard languages);

• the Wikipedia entry aboutPrioksko-Terrasny
Nature Biosphere Reserve, a Russia’s small-
est nature reserve, has descriptions in two lan-
guages: Russian and English;

2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_
Wikipedias
Wikipedia is changing constantly. All the quotes and examples
from Wikipedia presented and analyzed in this paper were
collected on February 10, 2009, between 14:00 and 21:00 PST.

Number or Articles Language IETF Tag
2,750,000+ English en

750,000+ German de
French fr

500,000+ Japanese jp
Polish pl
Italian it
Dutch nl

Table 1: Language editions of Wikipedia by number of
articles.

• the Wikipedia entry about a Kazakhstani fig-
ure skaterDenis Tenwho is of partial Korean
descent has descriptions in four languages: En-
glish, Japanese, Korean, and Russian.

At the same time, Wikipedia entries that are im-
portant or interesting for people from many commu-
nities speaking different languages have articles in
a variety of languages. For example,Newton’s law
of universal gravitationis a fundamental nature law
and has descriptions in 30 languages. Interestingly,
the Wikipedia entry aboutIsaac Newtonwho first
formulated the law of universal gravitation and who
is know all over the world has descriptions in 111
different languages.

However, even if a Wikipedia entry has arti-
cles in many languages, the information covered by
these articles can differ substantially. The two main
sources of differences are:

• the amount of the information covered by the
Wikipedia articles (the length of the Wikipedia
articles);

• the choice of the information covered by the
Wikipedia articles.

For example, Wikipedia entry aboutIsadora Dun-
canhas descriptions in 44 languages. The length of
the descriptions aboutIsadora Duncanis different
for every language: 127 sentences for the article in
English; 77 - for French; 37 - for Russian, 1 - for
Greek, etc. The question arises: whether a shorter
article can be considered a summary of a longer arti-
cle, or whether a shorter article might contain infor-
mation that is either not covered in a longer article
or contradicts the information in the longer article.
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Isadora Duncanwas a American-born dancer who
was very popular in Europe and was married to a
Russian poet,Sergey Esenin. Certain amount of in-
formation facts (i.e., major biography dates) about
Isadora Duncanare repeated in the articles in ev-
ery language. However, shorter articles are not nec-
essarily summaries of longer articles. For exam-
ple, the article in Russian that is almost four time
shorter than the articles in English, contains infor-
mation that is not covered in the articles written in
English. The same can be noted about articles in
French and Spanish.

In this paper, we analyze the distribution of lan-
guages used in Wikipedia for the list of 48 people in
the DUC 2004 biography generation task. We ana-
lyze, the number of languages that contain articles
for each of the 48 DUC 2004 people. We also ana-
lyze the distribution of the lengths for the descrip-
tions in different languages. We believe that this
statistics is important for the understanding of the
Wikipedia multilinguality nature and can be used by
many NLP applications. Several NLP applications
that can leverage this information are listed in Sec-
tion 5.

4 Analysis of Wikipedia Multilinguality

In this paper, we propose a framework to quantify
the multilinguality aspect of Wikipedia. In the cur-
rent work we use a small portion of Wikipedia. Ana-
lyzing only a portion of Wikipedia allows us to com-
pare in detail the multilinguality aspect for all the
Wikipedia entries in our data set.

4.1 Data Set

For our analysis, we used the list of people created
for the Task 5 of DUC 2004: biography generation
task (48 people).3

First, we downloaded from Wikipedia all the arti-
cles in all the languages corresponding to each per-
son from the DUC 2004 evaluation set. For our
analysis we used Wikitext, the text that is used by
Wikipedia authors and editors. Wikitext complies
with the wiki markup language and can be pro-
cessed by the Wikimedia content manager system
into HTML which can then be viewed in a browser.
This is the text that can be obtained through the

3http://duc.nist.gov/duc2004/tasks.html/

Wikipedia dumps.4 For our analysis we removed
from the wikitext all the markup tags and tabular in-
formation (e.g., infoboxes and tables) and kept only
plain text. There is no commonly accepted standard
wikitext language, thus our final text had a certain
amount of noise which, however, does not affect the
conclusions drawn from our analysis.

For this work, for each Wikipedia entry (i.e.,
DUC 2004 person) we downloaded the correspond-
ing descriptions in all the languages, including sim-
ple English, Esperanto, Latin, etc. To facilitate the
comparison of descriptions written in different lan-
guages we used the Google machine translation sys-
tem5 to translate the downloaded descriptions into
English. The number of languages currently covered
by the Google translation system (41 language) is
smaller than the number of languages in which there
exist Wikipedia articles (265 languages). However,
we believe that using for cross-lingual analysis de-
scriptions only in those languages that can be han-
dled by the Google translation system does not af-
fect the generality of our conclusions.

4.2 Data Processing Tools

After the Wikipedia descriptions for each person
from the DUC 2004 set were collected and trans-
lated, we divided the description texts into sentences
using the LingPipe sentence chunker (Alias-i, 2009).
We apply sentence splitter only to the English lan-
guage documents: either originally created in En-
glish or translated into English by the Google trans-
lation system.

4.3 Data Analysis

As mentioned in Section 1, the goal of the analysis
described in this paper is to quantify the language
diversity in Wikipedia entry descriptions.

We chose English as our reference and, for each
DUC 2004 person, compared a description of this
person in English against the descriptions of this per-
son in other languages.

Language count: In Figure 1, we present infor-
mation about descriptions in how many languages
are created in Wikipedia for each person from the
DUC 2004 set. All the people from the DUC 2004

4http://download.wikimedia.org/
5http://translate.google.com/
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Figure 1: Number of languages for DUC 2004 people Wikipedia entries.

set have descriptions in English. The results in
Figure 1 are presented in sorted order: from the
Wikipedia entries with the largest number of de-
scriptions (languages covered) to the Wikipedia en-
tries with the smallest number of descriptions (lan-
guages covered). Five people from the DUC 2004
set have only one description (English). The per-
son who has descriptions in the most number of
languages for our data set is the former Secretary-
General of the United NationsKofi Annan(86 lan-
guages). Figure 1 also has information about de-
scriptions in how many languages were translated
into English (handled by the Google translation sys-
tem).

Despite the fact that English is the language hav-
ing descriptions for more Wikipedia entries than any
other language, it does not always provide the great-
est coverage for Wikipedia entries. To show this
we analyzed the length of Wikipedia entry descrip-
tions for the people from the DUC 2004 set. For our
analysis, the length of a description is equal to the
number of sentences in this description. To count
the number of sentences in the uniform way for as
many languages as possible we used translations of
Wikipedia description from languages that are cur-

rently handled by the Google translation system into
English. Those five people from the DUC 2004 set
that have descriptions only in English are excluded
from this analysis. Thus, in the data set for the next
analysis we have 43 data points.

Sentence count: For every Wikipedia entry (per-
son from the DUC 2004 set), we count the length
of the descriptions originally created in English or
translated into English by the Google translation
system. In Figure 2, we present information about
the length of the Wikipedia entity descriptions for
English and for the language other than English
with the maximum description length. The results
in Figure 2 are presented in sorted order: from
the Wikipedia entry with the maximal longest de-
scription in the language other than English to the
Wikipedia entry with the minimal longest descrip-
tion in the language other than English for our data
set. This sorted order does not correspond to the
sorted order from Figure 1. It is interesting so see
that the sorted order in Figure 2 does not correlate
to the length distribution of English descriptions for
our data set.

Obviously, the descriptions in English are not al-
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Figure 2: Number of sentences in the English description andthe longest non-English description.

ways the longest ones. To be precise for 17 out of
43 people from the DUC 2004 set, the corresponding
Wikipedia description in English was not the longest
one. In several cases, the length of the description
in English is several times shorter than the length
of the longest (non-English) description. For exam-
ple, the description ofGünter Grassin German has
251 sentences while his description in English has
74 sentences.

It is safe to assume that longer descriptions
have more information than shorter descriptions
and 17 out of 43 English language descriptions of
Wikipedia entries in our data set can be naturally
extended with the information covered in the de-
scriptions in other languages. Thus, multilingual
Wikipedia gives a straight-forward way of extend-
ing Wikipedia entry descriptions.

It must be noted that the average length of
Wikipedia descriptions (also presented on Figure 2)
is very short. Thus, many descriptions for Wikipedia
entries are quite short. The question arises how well
the information covered in short descriptions corre-
sponds to the information covered in long descrip-
tions.

Correlation Analysis: In this paper, we present
analysis for a small portion of Wikipedia. Currently,
Wikipedia has more than more than2, 750, 000 ar-
ticles in English alone. Thus, the question arises
whether our analysis can be used without loss of
generality for the complete Wikipedia (i.e., all de-
scriptions for all Wikipedia entries).6 To check
this we analyzed the correspondence of how many
Wikipedia entry descriptions are there for each lan-
guage. For the Wikipedia subset corresponding
to the people from the DUC 2004 set we simply
counted how many Wikipedia entries have descrip-
tions in each language. For the complete set of
Wikipedia descriptions we used the Wikipedia size
numbers from theList of Wikipediaspage.7 Af-
ter getting the Wikipedia size numbers we kept the
data only for those languages that are used for de-
scriptions of Wikipedia entries corresponding to the
DUC 2004 people.

To compute correlation between these two lists of
numbers we ranked numbers in each of these lists.
The Rank (Spearman) Correlation Coefficient for

6It must be noted that the notion ofcompleteWikipedia is
elusive as Wikipedia is changing constantly.

7http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_
Wikipedias
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the above two ranked lists is equal to0.763 which
shows a high correlation between the two ranked
lists. Thus, the preliminary analysis presented in
work can be a good predictor for the descriptions’
length distribution across descriptions in the com-
plete multilingual Wikipedia.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this papers we presented a way of quantify-
ing multilingual aspects of Wikipedia entry descrip-
tions. We showed that despite the fact that English
has descriptions for the most number of Wikipedia
entries across all languages, English descriptions
can not always be considered as the most detailed
descriptions. We showed that for many Wikipedia
entries, descriptions in the languages other than En-
glish are much longer than the corresponding de-
scriptions in English.

Our estimation is that even though Wikipedia en-
try descriptions created in different languages are
not identical, they are likely to contain informa-
tion facts that appear in descriptions in many lan-
guages. One research direction that we are inter-
ested in pursuing is investigating whether the infor-
mation repeated in multiple descriptions of a partic-
ular entry corresponds to the pyramid summariza-
tion model (Teufel and Halteren, 2004; Nenkova et
al., 2007). In case of the positive answer to this
question, multilingual Wikipedia can be used as a
reliable corpus for learning summarization features.

Also, our preliminary analysis shows that
Wikipedia entry descriptions might contain informa-
tion that contradicts information presented in the en-
try descriptions in other languages. Even the choice
of a title for a Wikipedia entry can provide inter-
esting information. For example, the title for the
Wikipedia entry aboutFormer Yugoslav Republic of
Macedoniain English, German, Italian, and many
other languages uses the termRepublic of Macedo-
niaor simplyMacedonia. However, Greece does not
recognize this name, and thus, the title of the corre-
sponding description in Greek has a complete formal
name of the country:Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia.

Multilingual Wikipedia is full of information
asymmetries. Studying information asymmetries in
multilingual Wikipedia can boost research in new

information and contradiction detection. At the
same time, information symmetries in multilingual
Wikipedia can be used for learning summarization
features.
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Abstract

In this paper we present a new statistical ap-
proach to opinion detection and its’ evalua-
tion on the English,  Chinese and Japanese 
corpora.  Besides,  the  proposed  method  is 
compared  with  three  baselines,  namely 
Naïve  Bayes  classifier,  a  language  model 
and an approach based on significant collo-
cations. These models being language inde-
pendent are improved with the use of lan-
guage-dependent technique on the example 
of  the  English  corpus.  We show that  our 
method almost  always  gives  better  perfor-
mance  compared  to  the  considered  base-
lines.

1 Introduction

The task of opinion mining has received atten-
tion  from  the  research  community  and  industry 
lately. The main reasons for extensive research in 
the area are the growth of user needs and compa-
nies’ desire to analyze and exploit the user-gener-
ated content on the Web in the form of blogs and 
discussions. Thus, users want to search for opin-
ions on various topics from products that they want 
to buy to  opinions  about  events and well-known 
persons. A lot of businesses are interested in how 
their  services  are  perceived  by  their  customers. 
Therefore,  the  detection  of  subjectivity  in  the 
searched information may add the additional value 
to the interpretation of the results and their relevan-
cy to the searched topic. The growth of user activi-

ty on the Web gives substantial amounts of data for 
these purposes. 

In the context of globalization the possibility to 
provide search of opinionated information in dif-
ferent natural languages might be of great interest 
to  organizations  and  communities  around  the 
world. Our goal is to design a fully automatic sys-
tem capable of working in a language-independent 
manner. In order to compare our approach on dif-
ferent languages we chose English, traditional Chi-
nese and Japanese corpora. As a further possibility 
to improve the effectiveness of the language inde-
pendent  methods  we also consider the  additional 
application of language dependent techniques spe-
cific to the particular natural language. 

The related work in opinion detection is present-
ed in Section 2. We describe our approach in detail 
with  the  three  other  baselines  in  Section  3.  The 
fourth  section  describes  language  specific  ap-
proach used for the English corpus. In Section 5 
we present the evaluation of the three models using 
the NTCIR-6 and NTCIR-7 MOAT English, Chi-
nese  and  Japanese  test  collections  (Seki  et  al., 
2008). The main findings of our study and future 
research possibilities are discussed in the last sec-
tions.

2 Related Work 

The focus of our work is to propose a general 
approach that can be easily deployed for different 
natural languages. This task of opinion detection is 
important  in  many  areas  of  NLP  such  as 
question/answering,  information  retrieval,  docu-
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ment classification and summarization, and infor-
mation  filtering.  There  are  numerous  challenges 
when trying to solve the task of opinion detection. 
Some of them include the fact that the distinction 
between opinionated and factual could be denoted 
by a single word in the underlying text (e.g., “The 
iPhone  price  is  $600.”  vs.  “The  iPhone  price  is 
high.”).  Most  importantly  evaluating  whether  or 
not a given sentence conveys an opinion could be 
questionable when judged by different people. Fur-
ther, the opinion classification can be done on dif-
ferent levels, from documents to clauses in the sen-
tence. 

We consider the opinion detection task on a sen-
tence level.  After retrieving the relevant sentences 
using any IR system we automatically classify a 
sentence according to two classes: opinionated and 
not opinionated (factual).  When viewing an opin-
ion-finding task as a classification task, it is usual-
ly  considered  as  a  supervised  learning  problem 
where a statistical model performs a learning task 
by  analyzing  a  pool  of  labeled  sentences.  Two 
questions must therefore be solved, namely defin-
ing an effective classification algorithm and deter-
mining  pertinent  features  that  might  effectively 
discriminate between opinionated and factual sen-
tences.   From  this  perspective,  during  the  last 
TREC  opinion-finding  task  (Macdonald et  al., 
2008) and the last NTCIR-7 workshop (Seki et al., 
2008), a series of suggestions surfaced. 

As  the  language-dependent  approach  various 
teams  proposed  using  Levin  defined  verb  cate-
gories  (namely,  characterize,  declare,  conjecture, 
admire,  judge, assess,  say,  complain, advise)  and 
their features (a verb corresponding to a given cat-
egory occurring in the analyzed information item) 
that  may  be  pertinent  as  a  classification  feature 
(Bloom  et  al.,  2007).  However,  words  such  as 
these  cannot  always  work correctly as  clues,  for 
example with the word “said” in the two sentences 
“There were crowds and crowds of people at the 
concert,  said  Ann”  and  “There  were  more  than 
10,000 people at the concert, said Ann.”  Both sen-
tences contain the clue word “said” but  only the 
first one contains an opinion on the target product. 
Turney (2002) suggested comparing the frequency 
of  phrase  co-occurrences  with  words  predeter-
mined  by  the  sentiment  lexicon.  Specific  to  the 
opinion  detection  in  Chinese  language  Ku et  al. 
(2006) propose a dictionary-based approach for ex-
traction and summarization. For the Japanese lan-

guage  in  the  last  NTCIR-6  and  NTCIR-7  work-
shops the opinion finding methods included the use 
of  supervised  machine  learning  approaches  with 
specific selection of certain parts-of-speech (POS) 
and sentence parts in the form of  n-gram features 
to improve performance. 

There  has  been  a  trend  in  applying  language 
models  for  opinion  detection  task  (Lavrenko, 
Croft, 2001). Pang & Lee (2004) propose the use 
of language models for sentiment analysis task and 
subjectivity extraction.  Usually,  language  models 
are  trained on the  labeled data  and as  an output 
they give probabilities of classified tokens belong-
ing to the class.  Eguchi & Lavrenko (2006) pro-
pose the use of probabilistic language models for 
ranking the results not only by sentiment but also 
by the topic relevancy. 

As  an  alternative  other  teams  during  the  last 
TREC and NTCIR evaluation campaigns have sug-
gested  variations  of  Naïve  Bayes  classifier,  lan-
guage models and SVM, along with the use of such 
heuristics  as  word  order,  punctuation,  sentence 
length, etc. 

We might also mention OpinionFinder (Wilson 
et al., 2005), a more complex system that performs 
subjectivity analyses to identify opinions as well as 
sentiments  and other  private  states  (speculations, 
dreams, etc.). This system is based on various clas-
sical  computational  linguistics  components  (tok-
enization, part-of-speech (POS) tagging (Toutano-
va  &  Manning,  2000)  as  well  as  classification 
tools. For example, a Naïve Bayes classifier (Wit-
ten & Frank, 2005) is used to distinguish between 
subjective  and  objective  sentences.  A  rule-based 
system is included to identify both speech events 
(“said,” “according to”) and direct  subjective ex-
pressions (“is happy,” “fears”) within a given sen-
tence.  Of  course  such  learning  system  requires 
both a training set  and a deeper knowledge of a 
given  natural  language  (morphological  compo-
nents, syntactic analyses, semantic thesaurus).  

The lack of enough training data for the learn-
ing-based  systems  is  clearly  a  drawback.  More-
over, it is difficult to objectively establish when a 
complex learning system has enough training data 
(and to objectively measure the amount of training 
data needed in a complex ML model).
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3 Language Independent Approaches 

In  this  section  we  propose  our  statistical  ap-
proach for opinion detection as well as the descrip-
tion of the Naïve Bayes and language model (LM) 
baselines. 

3.1  Logistic Model

Our system is based on two components: the ex-
traction and weighting of useful features (limited 
to isolated words in this study) to allow an effec-
tive  classification,  and  a  classification  scheme. 
First, we present the feature extraction approach in 
the Section 3.1.1. Next, we discuss our classifica-
tion model. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 describe the cho-
sen baselines.

3.1.1 Features Extraction

 In order to determine the features that can help 
distinguishing  between  factual  and  opinionated 
documents, we have selected the tokens. As shown 
by Kilgarriff (2001), the selection of words (or in 
general features) in an effort to characterize a par-
ticular  category  is  a  difficult  task.  The  goal  is 
therefore to design a method capable of selecting 
terms that clearly belong to one of the classes. The 
approaches that use words and their frequencies or 
distributions are usually based on a contingency ta-
ble (see Table 1).   

S C-
ω a b a+b
not ω c d c+d

a+c b+d n=a+b+c
+d

Table 1. Example of a contingency table.

In this table, the letter a represents the number of 
occurrences (tokens) of  the word  ω in the docu-
ment set S (corresponding to a subset of the larger 
corpus C in the current study). The letter b denotes 
the number of tokens of the same word ω in the 
rest of the corpus (denoted C-) while a+b is the to-
tal number of occurrences in the entire corpus (de-
noted C with C=C-∪S).  Similarly,  a+c indicates 
the total number of tokens in S.  The entire corpus 
C corresponds to the union of the subset S and C- 
that contains n tokens (n = a+b+c+d).   

Based on the MLE (Maximum Likelihood Esti-
mation) principle the values shown in a contingen-
cy table could be used to estimate various probabil-
ities. For example we might calculate the probabil-
ity of the occurrence of the word  ω in the entire 
corpus C as Pr(ω) = (a+b)/n or the probability of 
finding in C a word belonging to the set S as Pr(S) 
= (a+c)/n.  

Now to define the discrimination power a term 
ω, we suggest defining a weight attached to it ac-
cording to Muller's method (Muller, 1992). We as-
sume that the distribution of the number of tokens 
of the word ω follows a binomial distribution with 
the parameters p and n'. The parameter p represent-
ed the probability of drawing a word ω also denot-
ed in the corpus C (or Pr(ω)) and could be estimat-
ed as (a+b)/n.  If we repeat this drawing n' =  a+c 
times, we will have an estimate of the number of 
word  ω included in the subset S by Pr(ω).n'.  On 
the other hand, Table 1 gives also the number of 
observations of the word ω in S, and this value is 
denoted by a. A large difference between a and the 
product  Pr(ω).n' is  clearly  an  indication  that  the 
presence of a occurrences of the term ω is not due 
by chance but corresponds to an intrinsic charac-
teristic of the subset S compared to the subset C-.  

In order to obtain a clear rule, we suggest com-
puting the Z score attached to each word ω.  If the 
mean of a binomial distribution is Pr(ω).n', its vari-
ance is n'.Pr(ω).(1-Pr(ω)). These two elements are 
needed to compute the standard score as described 
in Equation 1.   

           ))Pr(1()Pr(`
)Pr(`)(

ωω
ωω

−⋅⋅
⋅−=

n
naZscore         (1)

As a decision rule we consider the words having 
a Z score between -2 and 2 as terms belonging to a 
common vocabulary, as compared to the reference 
corpus  (as  for  example  “will,”  “with,”  “many,” 
“friend,” or “forced” in our example). This thresh-
old was chosen arbitrary. A word having a Z score 
> 2 would be considered as overused (e.g., “that,” 
“should,”  “must,”  “not,”  or  “government”  in 
MOAT NTCIR-6 English corpus), while a Z score 
<  -2 would be interpreted  as  an underused  term 
(e.g.,  “police,” “cell,” “year,” “died,” or “accord-
ing”).  The  arbitrary  threshold  limit  of  2  corre-
sponds to the limit of the standard normal distribu-
tion, allowing us to find around 5% of the observa-
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tions (around 2.5% less than -2 and 2.5% greater 
than 2). As shown in Figure 1, the difference be-
tween our arbitrary limit of 2 (drawn in solid line) 
and the limits delimiting the 2.5% of the observa-
tions (dotted line) are rather close.  

Figure 1.  Distribution of the Z score
(MOAT NTCIR-6 English corpus, opinionated).

Based  on  a  training  sample,  we  were  able  to 
compute the Z score for different words and retain 
only those having a large or small Z score value. 
Such a procedure is repeated for all classification 
categories  (opinionated and factual).   It  is  worth 
mentioning that such a general scheme may work 
with  isolated  words  (as  applied  here)  or  n-gram 
(that  could be a sequence of either characters or 
words), as well as with punctuations or other sym-
bols  (numbers,  dollar  signs),  syntactic  patterns 
(e.g., verb-adjective in comparative or superlative 
forms) or other features (presence of proper names, 
hyperlinks, etc.)  

3.1.2 Classification Model

When our system needs to determine the opin-
ionatedness of  a  sentence,  we first  represent  this 
sentence as a set of words. For each word, we can 
then retrieve the Z scores for each category. If all 
Z scores for all words are judged as belonging to 
the  general  vocabulary,  our  classification  proce-
dure selects the default category.  If not, we may 
increase the weight associated with the correspond-
ing category (e.g., for the opinionated class if the 
underlying term is overused in this category).  

 Such a simple additive process could be viewed 
as a first classification scheme, selecting the class 
having  the  highest  score  after  enumerating  all 
words occurring in a sentence. This approach as-
sumes that the word order does not have any im-

pact. We also assume that each sentence has a sim-
ilar length. 

For  this  model,  we  can  define  two  variables, 
namely  SumOP  indicating the sum of the Z score 
of terms overused in opinionated class (i.e. Z score 
> 2) and appearing in the input sentence. Similarly, 
we can define SumNOOP for the other class. How-
ever, a large  SumOP value can be obtained by a 
single word or by a set of two (or more) words. 
Thus, it could be useful to consider also the num-
ber of words (features) that are overused (or under-
used)  in  a  sentence.  Therefore,  we  can  define 
#OpOver  indicated  the  number  of  terms  in  the 
evaluated  sentence  that  tends  to  be  overused  in 
opinionated  documents  (i.e.  Z  score  >  2)  while 
#OpUnder indicated  the  number  of  terms  that 
tends to be underused in the class of  opinionated 
documents (i.e. Z score < -2).  Similarly, we can 
define the variables #NoopOver, #NoopUnder, but 
for the non-opinionated category. 

 With these additional explanatory variables, we 
can compute the corresponding subjectivity score 
for each sentence as follows:

NoopUnderNoopOver
NoopOverscoreNoop

OpUnderOpOver
OpOverscoreOp
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 #
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As a better way to combine different judgments 
we  suggest  following Le Calvé  & Savoy (2000) 
and normalize the scores using the logistic regres-
sion. The  logistic  transformation  π(x)  given  by 
each logistic regression model is defined as:
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where βi are the coefficients obtained from the fit-
ting, xi are the variables, and k is the number of ex-
planatory variables.  These coefficients reflect  the 
relative  importance  of  each  variable  in  the  final 
score. 

For each sentence, we can compute the π(x) cor-
responding to the two possible categories and the 
final decision is simply to classify the sentence ac-
cording to the max π(x) value.  This approach takes 
account of the fact that some explanatory variables 
may have more importance than other in assigning 
the correct category.  
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3.2 Naïve Bayes 

For  comparison  with  our  logistic  model  we 
chose three baselines: Naïve Bayes  and language 
model and finding significant collocations. Despite 
its simplicity Naïve Bayes classifier tends to per-
form relatively well for various text categorization 
problems  (Witten,  Frank,  2005).  In  accordance 
with our approach, we used word tokens as classi-
fication features for  the English corpora.  For the 
Chinese  and  Japanese  languages  overlapping  bi-
gram approach was used (Savoy, 2005). The train-
ing method estimates the relative frequency of the 
probability  that  the  chosen  feature  belongs  to  a 
specific  category  using  add-one  smoothing  tech-
nique.  

3.3 Language Model (LM)

As a second baseline we use the classification 
based on the language model using overlapping n-
gram sequences (n was set to 8) as suggested by 
Pang & Lee (2004, 2005) for the English language. 
Using  the  overlapping  4-gram  sequence  for  the 
word  “company”,  we  obtain:  “comp”,  “ompa”, 
“mpan”, etc. For the Chinese and Japanese corpora 
bigram approach was applied. As in Naïve Bayes, 
the  language  model  gives  the  probability  of  the 
sentence belonging to a specific class.   Working 
with relatively large n allows a lot of word tokens 
to be processed as is, at least for the English lan-
guage.

3.4 Significant Collocations (SC)

Another promising approach among the super-
vised learning schemes is the use of collocations of 
two  or  more  words  or  features  (Manning  & 
Schütze, 2000). This method allows classification 
of  instances  based  on  significant  collocations 
learned from the labeled data. Some examples of 
the frequent collocations in the corpora would be 
“in the”, “of the”. The idea of the method is to find 
significant collocations (SC) that occur more in the 
opinionated  corpus  than  in  the  non-opinionated 
one. In order to do so the model returns the collo-
cations  of  two  words  for  the  English  language 
based on the degree to which their counts in the 
opinionated corpus exceed their expected counts in 
the not opinionated one. As an example for the En-
glish opinionated corpus the following collocations 
were found: “are worried”, “pleaded guilty”, “ea-
ger to”, “expressed hope”. Clearly, overlooking the 

list  of  new  found  collocations  it  is  possible  to 
judge their relevancy. However, it is not clear how 
to use this method with the Chinese and Japanese 
texts,  since  these  languages  do  not  have  white 
space or other usual delimiters as in English. In or-
der to  solve the  problem of  feature selection we 
chose  bigram  indexing  on  the  Chinese  and 
Japanese corpora and searched for significant new 
collocations of bigrams.

4 Language Dependent Approach

As the language dependent technique to improve 
the obtained classification results  we suggest  the 
use  of  SentiWordNet  for  the  English  language 
(Esuli & Sebastiani, 2006). Since the vocabulary of 
words in SentiWordNet is quite limited it is not al-
ways clear how to combine the objectivity scores. 

The SentiWordNet  score  was computed  in  the 
following way: to define the opinionated score of 
the sentence the sum of scores representing that the 
word  belongs  to  opinionated  category  for  each 
word in the sentence is calculated. The not opin-
ionated score of  the sentence is  computed in the 
same way with the difference that it is divided by 
the number of words in the sentence. Thus, if opin-
ionated  score  is  more  than  not  opinionated  one, 
there is an opinion, otherwise not. This is a heuris-
tic approach that intuitively takes account of the ra-
tionalization  that  there  are  more  not  opinionated 
words  than  opinionated  in  the  sentence.  At  the 
same  time  the  presence  of  opinionated  word 
weighs more than the presence of the not opinion-
ated ones. Especially, this approach seems to give 
good result.

5 Experiments

The experiment was carried out on the NTCIR-6 
and NTCIR-7 English news corpora using 10-fold 
cross-validation  model  on  a  lenient  evaluation 
standard  as  described  in  Seki  et  al.  We  do  not 
question the construction and structure of opinions 
in  this  data  set,  since  those  questions  were  ad-
dressed  at the NTCIR workshops. Using the Chi-
nese and Japanese corpora we can verify the quali-
ty  of  the  suggested  language-independent  ap-
proaches. 
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5.1 Feature Selection & Evaluation in English

For the evaluation of sentences in English, the 
assumption of isolated words (bag-of-words) pre-
viously stemmed was used by our system. The cor-
pora are comprised of more than 13,400 sentences, 
4,859 (36.3%)  of  which  are  opinionated.  As  the 
evaluation metrics precision, recall and F1-measure 
were used based on gold standard evaluation pro-
vided  by NTCIR workshops  (Seki  et  al.,  2008). 
The precision and recall  are  weighted equally in 
our  experiment  but  it  should  be  recognized  that 
based on the system's needs and focus there could 
be more accent on precision or recall. 

Model Precision Recall F1-measure
Logistic model 0.583 0.508 0.543
Naïve Bayes 0.415 0.364 0.388
LM 0.350 0.339 0.343
SC 0.979 0.360 0.527
Table 2. Evaluation results of 10-fold cross-valida-
tion on NTCIR-6 and NTCIR-7 English  corpora.

Comparing the results in Table 2 to the baselines 
of the Naïve Bayes classifier and LM evaluated on 
the same training and testing sets, we see that lo-
gistic  model  outperforms  the  baselines.   In  our 
opinion, this is due to the use of more explanatory 
variables that better discriminate between opinion-
ated and factual sentences. 

The use  of  language  dependent  techniques  on 
the other hand might  further improve the results. 
Especially, this seems promising observing the re-
sults when using the SentiWordNet on the English 
corpus. In Table 3 one can see that the first three 
models show improvement. Specifically, the preci-
sion of the logistic model increased from 0.583 to 
0.766 (by 31.4%).

Model Precision Recall F1-measure
Logistic model 0.766 0.488 0.597
Naïve Bayes 0.667 0.486 0.562
LM 0.611 0.474 0.534
SC 0.979 0.420 0.588
Table 3. Evaluation results of 10-fold cross-valida-
tion on NTCIR-6 and NTCIR-7 English corpora 

with SentiWordNet.

When considering the F1-measure, the impact of 
the language-dependent approach shows 9% of im-
provement, from 0.543 to 0.597. 

The way that we incorporated the scores provid-
ed by SentiWordNet was done with the help of lin-
ear  combination  and  normalization  of  scores  for 
each of the models.

5.2 Feature Selection & Evaluation in Chinese

We have assumed until now that words can be 
extracted  from a  sentence in  order  to  define  the 
needed features used to determine if the underlying 
information item conveys an opinion or not. Work-
ing  with  the  Chinese  language  this  assumption 
does no longer hold. Therefore, we need to deter-
mine indexing units by either applying an automat-
ing segmentation approach (based on either a mor-
phological  (e.g.,  CSeg&Tag)  or  a  statistical 
method (Murata & Isahara, 2003)) or considering 
n-gram indexing approach (unigram or bigram, for 
example).  Finally we may also consider a combi-
nation  of  both  n-gram and  word-based  indexing 
strategies.  

Based on the work of Savoy,  2005 we experi-
mented  with overlapping  bigram and trigram in-
dexing schemes for Chinese. The experimental re-
sults  show that  bigram indexing outperforms  tri-
gram on all  three  considered  statistical  methods. 
Therefore, as features for Chinese we used over-
lapping bigrams.

The  NTCIR-6  and  NTCIR-7  Chinese  corpora 
consisted  of  more  than  14,507  sentences,  9960 
(68.7%) of which are opinionated. The results of 
all three statistical models performed on the Chi-
nese corpora are presented in Table 4.

Model Precision Recall F1-measure
Logistic model 0.943 0.730 0.823
Naïve Bayes 0.729 0.538 0.619
LM 0.581 0.634 0.606
SC 0.313 0.898 0.464
Table 4. Evaluation results of 10-fold cross-valida-

tion on NTCIR-6 and NTCIR-7 Chinese 
corpora.

From the results in Table 4 we clearly see that 
our  approach  gives  better  performance  and  con-
firms the results presented in Tables 2 and 3.  The 
significant improvement in scores could be due to 
the fact that Chinese corpus contains more opin-
ionated sentences in relevance to not opinionated 
once. Thus, the training set for opinionated classi-
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fication was much larger compared to the English 
language. This proves the relevance of more train-
ing data for the learning-based systems. But the di-
rect  comparison  with  the  results  on  the  English 
corpus is not possible.

5.3 Feature Selection & Evaluation in Japanese

As with the Chinese language we face the same 
challenges  in  feature  definition  for  the  Japanese 
language. After experimenting with bigram and tri-
gram we chose bigram strategy for indexing and 
feature selection.

The NTCIR-6  and  NTCIR-7 Japanese corpora 
consisted  of  more  than  11,100  sentences  with 
4,622  opinionated  sentences  (representing  41.6% 
of the corpus). The results of the statistical models 
are shown in Table 5.

Model Precision Recall F-measure
Logistic model 0.527 0.761 0.623
Naïve Bayes 0.565 0.570 0.567
LM 0.657 0.667 0.662
SC 0.663 0.856 0.747
Table 5. Evaluation results of 10-fold cross-valida-

tion on NTCIR-6 and NTCIR-7 Japanese 
corpora.

From the results we can see that the significant 
collocations  model  outperforms  the  others.  This 
could be due to the fewer number of opinionated 
sentences compared to the Chinese or English cor-
pora. This tends to indicate the necessity of an ex-
tensive training data for the logistic model in order 
to provide reliable opinion estimates.

6 Future Work and Conclusion

In  this  paper  we  presented our  language-inde-
pendent approach based on using Z scores and the 
logistic  model  to  identify  those  terms  that  ade-
quately characterize subsets of the corpus belong-
ing to opinionated or non-opinionated classes.  In 
this selection, we focused only on the statistical as-
pect (distribution difference) of words or bigrams. 
Our approach was compared to the three baselines, 
namely  Naïve  Bayes  classifier,  language  model 
and an approach based on finding significant collo-
cations. We have also demonstrated on the English 
corpora how we can use the language dependent 
techniques to identify the possibility of opinion ex-

pressed in the sentences that otherwise were classi-
fied as not opinionated by the system. The use of 
SentiWordNet (Esuli & Sebastiani, 2006) in com-
bination with our methods yields better results for 
the English language. 

This study was limited to isolated words in En-
glish corpus but in further research we could easily 
consider  longer  word  sequences  to  include  both 
noun  and  verb  phrases.  The  most  useful  terms 
would also then be added to the query to improve 
the rank of opinionated documents. As another ap-
proach, we could use the evaluation of co-occur-
rence terms of pronouns “I” and “you” mainly with 
verbs (e.g., “believe,” “feel,” “think,” “hate”) using 
part of speech tagging techniques in order to boost 
the rank of retrieved items.  

Using  freely  available  POS  taggers,  we  could 
take POS information into account (Toutanova & 
Mannning,  2004)  and hopefully develop  a  better 
classifier.   For  example,  the  presence  of  proper 
names  and  their  frequency or  distribution  might 
help us classify a document as being opinionated 
or not.  The presence of adjectives and adverbs, to-
gether  with their  superlative  (e.g.,  best,  most)  or 
comparative (e.g., greater, more) forms could also 
be useful hints regarding the presence of opinionat-
ed versus factual information.  
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Abstract

In this paper, we describe a sentence po-
sition based summarizer that is built based
on a sentence position policy, created from
the evaluation testbed of recent summariza-
tion tasks at Document Understanding Con-
ferences (DUC). We show that the summa-
rizer thus built is able to outperform most sys-
tems participating in task focused summariza-
tion evaluations at Text Analysis Conferences
(TAC) 2008. Our experiments also show that
such a method would perform better at pro-
ducing short summaries (upto 100 words) than
longer summaries. Further, we discuss the
baselines traditionally used for summarization
evaluation and suggest the revival of an old
baseline to suit the current summarization task
at TAC: the Update Summarization task.

1 Introduction

Document summarization received a lot of atten-
tion since an early work by Luhn (1958). Statis-
tical information derived from word frequency and
distribution was used by the machine to compute
a relative measure of significance, first for individ-
ual words and then for sentences. Later, Edmund-
son (1969) introduced four clues for identifying sig-
nificant words (topics) in a text. Among them title
and location are related to position methods, while
the other two are presence of cue words and high
frequency content words. Edmundson assigned pos-
itive weights to sentences according to their ordinal
position in the text, giving more weight to the first
sentence in the first paragraph and last sentence in
the last paragraph.

Position of a sentence in a document or the po-
sition of a word in a sentence give good clues to-
wards importance of the sentence or word respec-
tively. Such features are called locational features,
and a sentence position feature deals with presence
of key sentences at specific locations in the text.
Sentence Position has been well studied in summa-
rization research since its inception, early in Ed-
mundson’s work (1969). Earlier, Baxendale (1958)
investigated a sample of 200 paragraphs to deter-
mine where the important words are most likely to
be found. He concluded that in 85% of the para-
graphs, the first sentence was a topic sentence and in
7% of the paragraphs, the final one.

Recent advances in machine learning have been
adapted to summarization problem through the years
and locational features have been consistently used
to identify salience of a sentence. Some represen-
tative work in ‘learning’ sentence extraction would
include training a binary classifier (Kupiec et al.,
1995), training a Markov model (Conroy et al.,
2004), training a CRF (Shen et al., 2007), and learn-
ing pairwise-ranking of sentences (Toutanova et al.,
2007).

In recent years, at the Document Understand-
ing Conferences (DUC1), Text Summarization re-
search evolved through task focused evaluations
ranging from ‘generic single-document summariza-
tion’ to ‘query-focused multi-document summariza-
tion (QFMDS)’. The QFMDS task models the real-
world complex question answering task wherein,
given a topic and a set of 25 relevant documents, the

1http://duc.nist.gov/
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task is to synthesize a fluent, well-organized 250-
word summary of the documents that answers the
question(s) in the topic statement. Recent focus
in the community has been towards query-focused
update-summarization task at DUC and the Text
Analysis Conference (TAC2). The update task was to
produce short (~100 words) multi-document update
summaries of newswire articles under the assump-
tion that the user has already read a set of earlier
articles. The purpose of each update summary will
be to inform the reader of new information about a
particular topic.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we describe a Sub-optimal Position Pol-
icy (SPP) based on Pyramid Annotated Data, then
we derive a simple algorithm for summarization
based on the SPP in Section 3, and show evaluation
results. Next, in Section 4, we explain the current
baselines and evaluation for Multi-Document Sum-
marization and finally in Section 5, we discuss the
need for an older baseline in the current context of
the short summary task of update summarization.

2 Sub-Optimal Sentence Position Policy

Given a large text collection and a way to approxi-
mate the relevance for a reasonably large subset of
sentences, we could identify significant positional
attributes for the genre of the collection. Our ex-
periments are based on the work described in (Lin
and Hovy, 1997), whose experiments using the Ziff-
Davis corpus gave great insights on the selective
power of the position method.

2.1 Sentence Position Yield and Optimal
Position Policy (OPP)

Lin and Hovy (1997) provide an empirical validation
for the position hypothesis. They describe a method
of deriving an Optimal Position Policy for a collec-
tion of texts within a genre, as long as a small set
of topic keywords is defined for each text. They de-
fined sentence yield (strength of relevance) of a sen-
tence based on the mention of topic keywords in the
sentence.

The positional yield is defined as the average sen-
tence yield for that position in the document. They

2http://www.nist.gov/tac/

computed the yield of each sentence position in each
document by counting the number of different key-
words contained in the respective sentence in each
document, and averaging over all documents. An
Optimal Position Policy (OPP) is derived based on
the decreasing values of positional yield.

Their experiments grounded on the assumption
that abstract is an ideal representation of central
topic(s) of a text. For their evaluations, they used
the abstract to compare whether the sentences found
based on their Optimal Position Policy are indeed a
good selection. They used precision-recall measures
to establish those findings.

At our disposal we had data from pyramid eval-
uations that provided sentences and their mapping
to any content units in the gold standard summaries.
The annotations in the data provide a unique prop-
erty that each sentence can derive for itself a score
for relevance.

2.2 Documents

There are a wide variety of document types across
genre. In our case of newswire collection we have
identified two primary types of documents: small
document and large document. This distinction is
made based on the total sentences in the document.
All documents that have the number of sentences
above a threshold should be considered large. We
experimented on thresholds varying from 10 to 35
sentences and figured out that documents’ distribu-
tion into the two categories was acceptable when
threshold-ed at 20 sentences. This decision is also
well supported by the fact that the last sentences of
a document were more important than the others in
the middle (Baxendale, 1958).

Sentence Position Yield (SPY) is obtained sep-
arately for both types of documents. For a small
document, sentence positions have values from 1
through 20. Meanwhile, for a large document we
compute SPY for position 1 through 20, then the last
15 sentences labeled 136 through 150 and ‘any other
sentence’ is labeled 100. It can be seen in figure 3
that sentences that do not come from leading or trail-
ing part of large documents do not contribute much
content to the summaries.
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Figure 1: A sample mapping of SCU annotation to source document sentences. An excerpt from mapping of topic
D0701A of DUC 2007 QF-MDS task.

Figure 2: Sentence Position Yield for small documents.

2.3 Pyramid Data

Summary content units, referred as SCUs hereafter,
are semantically motivated, sub-sentential units that
are variable in length but not bigger than a sentential
clause. SCUs emerge from annotation of a collec-
tion of human summaries for the same input. They
are identified by noting information that is repeated
across summaries, whether the repetition is as small
as a modifier of a noun phrase or as large as a clause.
The weight an SCU obtains is directly proportional
to the number of reference summaries that support
that piece of information. The evaluation method
that is based on overlapping SCUs in human and
automatic summaries is described in the Pyramid
method (Nenkova et al., 2007).

The University of Ottawa has organized the pyra-
mid annotation data such that for some of the sen-
tences in the original document collection (those

that were picked by systems participating in pyra-
mid evaluation), a list of corresponding content units
is known (Copeck et al., 2006). We used this data to
identify locations in a document from where most
sentences were being picked, and which of those lo-
cations were being most content responsive to the
query.

A sample of SCU mapping is shown in figure 1.
Three sentences are seen in the figure among which
two have been annotated with system IDs and SCU
weights wherever applicable. The first sentence has
not been picked by any of the summarizers partici-
pating in Pyramid Evaluations, hence it is unknown
if the sentence would have contributed to any SCU.
The second sentence was picked by 8 summarizers
and that sentence contributed to an SCU of weight
3. The third sentence in the example was picked
by one summarizer, however, it did not contribute
to any SCU. This example shows all the three types
of sentences available in the corpus: unknown sam-
ples, positive samples and negative samples.

For each SCU, a weight is associated in pyramid
annotations. Thus a sentential score could be de-
fined as sum of weights of all the contributing SCUs
of the sentence. For an unknown sample and a neg-
ative sample, sentential score is 0. For example, in
the second sentence in figure 1 the score is 3, con-
tributed by a single SCU. While the same for the first
and third sentences is 0.

For each sentence position the sentential score is
averaged over all documents, which we call Sen-
tence Position Yield. SPY for small and large doc-
uments is shown in figures 2 and 3. Based on these
values for various positions, a simple Position Pol-
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Figure 3: Sentence Position Yield for large documents

icy was framed as shown below. A position policy is
an ordered set consisting of elements in the order of
most importance. Within a subset, each sub-element
is equally important and treated likewise.

{s1, S1, {s2, S2, s3} , {S3, s4, s5, s6, s7, s8, s20} ,

{S4, s9} . . . }
In the above position policy, sentences from small

documents and large documents are represented by
si and Sj respectively.

The position policy described above provides an
ordering of ranked sentence positions based on a
very accurate ‘relevance’ annotations on sentences.
However, there is a large subset of sentences that are
not annotated with either positive or negative rele-
vance judgment. Hence, the policy derived is based
on a high-precision low-recall corpus3 for sentence
relevance. If all the sentences were annotated with
such judgements, the policy could have been differ-
ent. For this reason we call the above derived policy,
a Sub-optimal Position Policy (SPP).

3 SPP as an algorithm

The goal of creating a position policy was to identify
its effectiveness as a summarization algorithm. The

3DUC 2005 and 2006 data has been used for learning the
SPP. In further experiments in section 3, DUC 2007 and TAC
2008 data have been used as test data.

above simple heuristic was easily incorporated as an
algorithm based on simple scoring for each distinct
set in the policy. For instance, based on the policy
above, all s1 get the highest weight followed by next
best weight to all S1 and so on.

As it can be observed, only the first sentence of
each document could end up comprising the sum-
mary. This is okay, till we don’t get redundant infor-
mation in the summary. Hence we also used a sim-
ple unigram match based redundancy measure that
doesn’t allow a sentence if it matches any of the al-
ready selected sentences in at least 40% of content
words in it. We also dis-allow sentences greater than
25 content words.

We applied the above algorithm to generate multi-
document summaries for various tasks. We have ap-
plied it to Query-Focused Multi-Document Summa-
rization (QF-MDS) task of DUC 2007 and Query-
Focused Update Summarization task of TAC 2008.

3.1 Query-Focused Multi-Document
Summarization

The query-focused multi-document summarization
task at DUC models the real world complex ques-
tion answering task. Given a topic and a set of 25
relevant documents, this task is to synthesize a flu-
ent, well-organized 250 word summary of the docu-
ments that answers the question(s) in the topic state-
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ment/narration.
The summaries from the above algorithm for the

QF-MDS were evaluated based on ROUGE met-
rics (Lin, 2004). The average4 recall scores are re-
ported for ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4 in Table 1.
Also reported are the performance of the top per-
forming system and the official baseline(s). This al-
gorithm performed worse than most systems partic-
ipating in the task that year and performed better5

than only the ‘first x words’ baseline and 3 other sys-
tems.

system ROUGE-2 ROUGE-SU4
‘first x words’ baseline 0.06039 0.10507

‘generic’ baseline 0.09382 0.14641
SPP algorithm 0.06913 0.12492

system 15 (top system) 0.12448 0.17711

Table 1: ROUGE 2, SU4 Recall scores for two base-
lines, the SPP algorithm and a top performing system
at Query-Focused Multi-Document Summarization task,
DUC 2007.

3.2 Update Summarization Task
The update summarization task is to produce short
(~100 words) multi-document update summaries of
newswire articles under the assumption that the user
has already read a set of earlier articles. The initial
document set is called cluster A and the next set of
articles are called cluster B. For cluster A, a query-
focused multi-document summary is expected. The
purpose of each ‘update summary’ (summary of
cluster B) will be to inform the reader of new in-
formation about a particular topic. Summaries from
the above algorithm for the Query Focused Up-
date Summarization task were evaluated based on
ROUGE metrics. This algorithm performed surpris-
ingly better at this task when compared to QF-MDS.
The rouge scores suggest that this algorithm is well
above the median for cluster A and among the top 5
systems for cluster B.

It must be noted that consistent performance
across clusters (both A and B) shows the robustness
of the ‘SPP algorithm’ at the update summarization
task. Also, it is evident that such an algorithm is
computationally simple and light-weight.

4Averaged over all the 45 topics of DUC 2007 dataset.
5Better in a statistical sense, based on 95% confidence inter-

vals of the two systems’ evaluation based on ROUGE-2.

These surprisingly high scores on ROUGE met-
rics prompted us to evaluate the summaries based on
Pyramid Evaluation (Nenkova et al., 2007). Pyramid
evaluation provides a more semantic approach to
evaluation of content based on SCUs as discussed in
Section 2.3. The average6 modified pyramid scores
of cluster A and cluster B summaries is shown in
Table 2, along with the average recall scores for
ROUGE-2, ROUGE-SU4 scores. The pyramid eval-
uation7 suggests that this algorithm performs better
than all other automated systems at TAC 2008. Ta-
ble 3 shows the average performance (across clus-
ters) of ‘first x words’ baseline, SPP algorithm and
two top performing systems (System ID=43 and
ID=11). System 43 was adjudged best system based
on ROUGE metrics, and system 11 was top per-
former based on pyramid evaluations at TAC 2008.

ROUGE-2 ROUGE-SU4 pyramid
cluster A 0.08987 0.1213 0.3432
cluster B 0.09319 0.1283 0.3576

Table 2: Cluster wise ROUGE 2, SU4 Recall scores and
modified Pyramid Scores for SPP algorithm at the Update
Summarization task.

3.3 Discussion

It is interesting to observe that the algorithm that
performs very poorly at QF-MDS, does very well
in the Update Summarization task. A possible ex-
planation for such behavior could be based on sum-
mary length. For a 250 word summary in the QF-
MDS task, human summaries might provide a de-
scriptive answer to the query that includes informa-
tion nuggets accompanied by background informa-
tion. Indeed, it has been earlier reported that humans
appreciate receiving more information than just the
answer to the query, whenever possible (Lin et al.,
2003; Bosma, 2005).

Whereas, in the case of Update Summarization
task the summary length is only 100 words. In such
a short length humans need to trade-off between an-
swer sentences and supporting sentences, and usu-
ally answers are preferred. And since our method

6Averaged over all the 48 topics of TAC 2008 dataset.
7Pyramid Annotation were done by a volunteer who also

volunteered for annotations during DUC 2007.
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system ROUGE-2 ROUGE-SU4 pyramid
‘first x words’ baseline 0.05896 0.09327 0.166
SPP algorithm 0.09153 0.1245 0.3504
System 43 (top in ROUGE) 0.10395 0.13646 0.289
System 11 (top in pyramid) 0.08858 0.12484 0.336

Table 3: Average ROUGE 2, SU4 Recall scores and modified Pyramid Scores for baseline, SPP algorithm and two top
performing systems at TAC 2008.

identifies sentences that are known to be contribut-
ing towards the needed answers, it performs better
at the shorter version of the task.

Another possible explanation is that as a shorter
summary length is required, the task of choosing the
most important information becomes more difficult
and no approach works well consistently. Also, it
has often been noted that this baseline is indeed quite
strong for this genre, due to the journalistic conven-
tion for putting the most important part of an article
in the initial paragraphs.

4 Baselines in Summarization Tasks

Over the years, as summarization research followed
trends from generic single-document summariza-
tion, to generic multi-document summarization, to
focused multi-document summarization there were
two major baselines that stayed throughout the eval-
uations. Those two baselines are:

1. First N words of the document (or of the most re-
cent document).

2. First sentence from each document in chronological
order until the length requirement is reached.

The first baseline was in place ever since the first
evaluation of generic single document summariza-
tion took place in DUC 2001. For multi-document
summarization, first N words of the most recent
document (chronologically) was chosen as the base-
line 1. In the recent summarization evaluations at
Text Analysis Conference (TAC 2008), where up-
date summarization was evaluated; baseline 1 still
persists. This baseline performs pretty poorly at con-
tent evaluations based on all manual and automatic
metrics. However, since it doesn’t disturb the orig-
inal flow and ordering of a document, linguistically
these summaries are the best. Indeed it outperforms
all the automated systems based on linguistic quality
evaluations.

The second baseline had been used occasionally
with multi-document summarization from 2001 to
2004 with both generic multi-document summariza-
tion and focused multi-document summarization. In
2001 only one system significantly outperformed the
baseline 2 (Nenkova, 2005). In 2003 QF-MDS how-
ever, only one system outperformed the baseline 2
above, while in 2004 at the same task, no system
significantly outperforms the baseline. This baseline
as can be seen, over the years has been pretty much
untouched by systems based on content evaluation.
However, the linguistic aspects of summary quality
would be compromised in such a summary.

Currently, for the Update Summarization task at
TAC 2008, NIST’s baseline is the baseline 1 (‘first x
words’ baseline). And all systems (except one) per-
form better than the baseline in all forms of content
evaluation. Since the task is to generate 100 word
summaries (short summaries), based on past experi-
ences, there is no doubt that baseline 2 would per-
form well.

It is interesting to observe that baseline 2 is a close
approximation to the ‘SPP algorithm’ described in
this paper. There are two main differences that we
draw between ‘baseline 2’ and SPP algorithm. First,
‘baseline 2’ picks only the first sentence in each
document, while ‘SPP algorithm’ could pick other
sentences in an order described by the position pol-
icy. Second, ‘baseline 2’ puts no restriction on re-
dundancy, thus due to journalistic conventions entire
summary might be comprised of the same ‘informa-
tion nuggets’, wasting the minimal real-estate avail-
able (~100 words). On the other hand, in our ‘SPP
algorithm’ we consider a simple unigram-overlap
measure to identify redundant information in sen-
tence pairs that avoids redundant nuggets in the final
summary.
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5 Discussion and Conclusion
Baselines 1 and 2 mentioned above, could together
act as a balancing mechanism to compare for lin-
guistic quality and responsive content in the sum-
mary. The availability of a stronger content respon-
sive summary as a baseline would enable steady
progress in the field. While all the linguistically
motivated systems would compare themselves with
baseline 1, the summary content motivated systems
would compare with the stronger baseline 2 and get
better than it.

Over the years to come, the usage of ‘baseline 1’
doesn’t help in understanding whether there has
been significant improvement in the field. This is be-
cause almost every simple algorithm beats the base-
line performance. Having a better baseline, like the
one based on the position hypothesis, would raise
the bar for systems participating in coming years,
and tracking progress of the field over the years is
easier.

In this paper, we derived a method to identify a
‘sub-optimal position policy’ based on pyramid an-
notation data, that were previously unavailable. We
also distinguish small and large documents to obtain
the position policy. We described the Sub-optimal
Sentence Position Policy (SPP) based on pyramid
annotation data and implemented the SPP as an al-
gorithm to show that a position policy thus formed
is a good representative of the genre and thus per-
forms way above median performance. We further
describe the baselines used in summarization evalu-
ation and discuss the need to bring back baseline 2
(or the ‘SPP algorithm’) as an official baseline for
update summarization task.

Ultimately, as Lin and Hovy (1997) suggest, the
position method can only take us certain distance. It
has a limited power of resolution (the sentence) and
its limited method of identification (the position in a
text). Which is why we intend to use it as a baseline.
Currently, as we can see the algorithm generates a
generic summary, it doesn’t consider the topic or
query to generate a query-focused summary. In fu-
ture we plan to extend the SPP algorithm with some
basic method for bringing in relevance.
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Abstract 

We propose an efficient text summarization 
technique that involves two basic opera-
tions. The first operation involves finding 
coherent chunks in the document and the 
second operation involves ranking the text 
in the individual coherent chunks and pick-
ing the sentences that rank above a given 
threshold. The coherent chunks are formed 
by exploiting the lexical relationship be-
tween adjacent sentences in the document. 
Occurrence of words through repetition or 
relatedness by sense relation plays a major 
role in forming a cohesive tie. The pro-
posed text ranking approach is based on a 
graph theoretic ranking model applied to 
text summarization task. 

1 Introduction 

Automated summarization is an important area in 
NLP research. A variety of automated summariza-
tion schemes have been proposed recently. NeATS 
(Lin and Hovy, 2002) is a sentence position, term 
frequency, topic signature and term clustering 
based approach and MEAD (Radev et al., 2004) is 
a centroid based approach. Iterative graph based 
Ranking algorithms, such as Kleinberg’s HITS 
algorithm (Kleinberg, 1999) and Google’s Page-
Rank (Brin and Page, 1998) have been traditionally 
and successfully used in web-link analysis, social 

networks and more recently in text processing ap-
plications (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004), (Mihalcea 
et al., 2004), (Erkan and Radev, 2004) and (Mihal-
cea, 2004). These iterative approaches have a high 
time complexity and are practically slow in dy-
namic summarization. Proposals are also made for 
coherence based automated summarization system 
(Silber and McCoy, 2000). 

We propose a novel text summarization tech-
nique that involves two basic operations, namely 
finding coherent chunks in the document and rank-
ing the text in the individual coherent chunks 
formed. 
For finding coherent chunks in the document, we 
propose a set of rules that identifies the connection 
between adjacent sentences in the document. The 
connected sentences that are picked based on the 
rules form coherent chunks in the document.  For 
text ranking, we propose an automatic and unsu-
pervised graph based ranking algorithm that gives 
improved results when compared to other ranking 
algorithms. The formation of coherent chunks 
greatly improves the amount of information of the 
text picked for subsequent ranking and hence the 
quality of text summarization.  
The proposed text ranking technique employs a 
hybrid approach involving two phases; the first 
phase employs word frequency statistics and the 
second phase involves a word position and string 
pattern based weighing algorithm to find the 
weight of the sentence. A fast running time is 
achieved by using a compression hash on each sen-
tence.  
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This paper is organized as follows: section 2 
discusses lexical cohesion, section 3 discusses the 
text ranking algorithm and section 4 describes the 
summarization by combining lexical cohesion and 
summarization. 

2 Lexical Cohesion 

Coherence in linguistics makes the text semantical-
ly meaningful. It is achieved through semantic fea-
tures such as the use of deictic (a deictic is an 
expression which shows the direction. ex: that, 
this.), anaphoric (a referent which requires an ante-
cedent in front. ex: he, she, it.), cataphoric (a refe-
rent which requires an antecedent at the back.), 
lexical relation and proper noun repeating elements 
(Morris and Hirst, 1991). Robert De Beaugrande 
and Wolfgang U. Dressler define coherence as a 
“continuity of senses” and “the mutual access and 
relevance within a configuration of concepts and 
relations” (Beaugrande and Dressler, 1981). Thus a 
text gives meaning as a result of union of meaning 
or senses in the text.  

The coherence cues present in a sentence are di-
rectly visible when we go through the flow of the 
document. Our approach aims to achieve this ob-
jective with linguistic and heuristic information.  
The identification of semantic neighborhood, oc-
currence of words through repetition or relatedness 
by sense relation namely synonyms, hyponyms and 
hypernym, plays a major role in forming a cohesive 
tie (Miller et al., 1990). 

2.1 Rules for finding Coherent chunks 

When parsing through a document, the relationship 
among adjacent sentences is determined by the 
continuity that exists between them.  

We define the following set of rules to find co-
herent chunks in the document. 
 
Rule 1 
 
The presence of connectives (such as accordingly, 
again, also, besides) in present sentence indicates 
the connectedness of the present sentence with the 
previous sentence. When such connectives are 
found, the adjacent sentences form coherent 
chunks. 

 
 
 

Rule 2 
 
A 3rd person pronominal in a given sentence refers 
to the antecedent in the previous sentence, in such 
a way that the given sentence gives the complete 
meaning with respect to the previous sentence. 
When such adjacent sentences are found, they form 
coherent chunks.  

 
Rule 3 
 
 The reappearance of NERs in adjacent sentences 
is an indication of connectedness. When such adja-
cent sentences are found, they form coherent 
chunks. 
 
Rule 4 
 
An ontology relationship between words across 
sentences can be used to find semantically related 
words across adjacent sentences that appear in the 
document. The appearance of related words is an 
indication of its coherence and hence forms cohe-
rent chunks. 
All the above rules are applied incrementally to 
achieve the complete set of coherent chunks. 

2.1.1 Connecting Word 

The ACE Corpus was used for studying the cohe-
rence patterns between adjacent sentences of the 
document. From our analysis, we picked out a set 
of keywords such that, the appearance of these 
keywords at the beginning of the sentence provide 
a strong lexical tie with the previous sentence. 
The appearance of the keywords “accordingly, 
again, also, besides, hence, henceforth, however, 
incidentally, meanwhile, moreover, namely, never-
theless, otherwise, that is, then, therefore, thus, 
and, but, or, yet, so, once, so that, than, that, till, 
whenever, whereas and wherever”, at the begin-
ning of the present sentence was found to be highly 
coherent with the previous sentence.  

Linguistically a sentence cannot start with the 
above words without any related introduction in 
the previous sentence.   

Furthermore, the appearance of the keywords 
“consequently, finally, furthermore”, at the begin-
ning or middle of the present sentence was found 
to be highly cohesive with the previous sentence.  
Example 1 
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1. a The train was late. 
1. b However I managed to reach the wedding 

on time. 
 
In Example 1, the connecting word however binds 
with the situation of the train being late. 
Example 2 

1. a The cab driver was late. 
1. b The bike tyre was punctured.  
1. c The train was late. 
1 .d Finally, I managed to arrive at the wed-
ding on time by calling a cab. 

Example 3 
1. a The cab driver was late. 
1. b The bike tyre was punctured.  
1. c The train was late. 
1. d I could not wait any more; I finally ma-
naged to reach the wedding on time by calling a 
cab. 

 
In Example 2, the connecting word finally binds 
with the situation of him being delayed. Similarly, 
in Example 3, the connecting word finally, though 
it comes in the middle of the sentence, it still binds 
with the situation of him being delayed. 

2.1.2 Pronominals 

In this approach we have a set of pronominals 
which establishes coherence in the text. From our 
analysis, it was observed that if the pronominals 
“he, she, it, they, her, his, hers, its, their, theirs”, 
appear in the present sentence; its antecedent may 
be in the same or previous sentence.  

It is also found that if the pronominal is not pos-
sessive (i.e. the antecedent appears in the previous 
sentence or previous clause), then the present sen-
tence and the previous sentences are connected. 
However, if the pronominal is possessive then it 
behaves like reflexives such as “himself”, “herself” 
which has subject as its antecedent. Hence the pos-
sibility of connecting it with the previous sentence 
is very unlikely. Though pronominal resolution 
cannot be done at a window size of 2 alone, still 
we are looking at window size 2 alone to pick 
guaranteed connected sentences. 
 
Example 4 

1. a Ravi is a good boy. 
1. b He always speaks the truth. 
 

In Example 4, the pronominal he in the second sen-
tence refers to the antecedent Ravi in the first sen-
tence. 

 
Example 5 

1. a He is the one who got the first prize. 
 

In example 5 the pronominal he is possessive and 
it doesn’t need an antecedent to convey the mean-
ing. 

2.1.3 NERs Reappearance 

Two adjacent sentences are said to be coherent 
when both the sentences contain one or more reap-
pearing nouns. 
 
Example 6 

1. a Ravi is a good boy. 
1. b Ravi scored good marks in exams. 

 
Example 7 

1. a The car race starts at noon. 
1. b Any car is allowed to participate. 

 
Example 6 and Example 7 demonstrates the cohe-
rence between the two sentences through reappear-
ing nouns. 

2.1.4 Thesaurus Relationships 

WordNet covers most of the sense relationships. 
To find the semantic neighborhood between adja-
cent sentences, most of the lexical relationships 
such as synonyms, hyponyms, hypernyms, mero-
nyms, holonyms and gradation can be used (Fell-
baum 1998). Hence, semantically related terms are 
captured through this process.  

 
Example 8 

1. a The bicycle has two wheels. 
1. b The wheels provide speed and stability. 

 
In Example 8, bicycle and wheels are related 
through bicycle is the holonym of wheels. 
 
2.2 Coherence Finding Algorithm 
 
The algorithm is carried out in four phases. Initial-
ly, each of the 4 cohesion rules is individually ap-
plied over the given document to give coherent 
chunks. Next, the coherent chunks obtained in each 
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phases are merged together to give the global cohe-
rent chunks in the document. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Flow of Coherence chunker 

 
Figure 1, shows the flow and rule positions in the 
coherence chunk identification module. 
 
2.3 Evaluation 
 
One way to evaluate the coherence finding algo-
rithm is to compare against human judgments 
made by readers, evaluating against text pre 
marked by authors and to see the improved result 
in the computational task. In this paper we will see 
the computational method to see the improved re-
sult. 

3 Text Ranking 

The proposed graph based text ranking algorithm 
consists of three steps: (1) Word Frequency Analy-
sis; (2) A word positional and string pattern based 
weight calculation algorithm; (3) Ranking the sen-
tences by normalizing the results of step (1) and 
(2).  

The algorithm is carried out in two phases. The 
weight metric obtained at the end of each phase is 

averaged to obtain the final weight metric. Sen-
tences are sorted in non ascending order of weight. 

3.1 Graph 

Let G (V, E) be a weighted undirected complete 
graph, where V is set of vertices and E is set of 
weighted edges.  

S1

S2

S3

S6

S5

S4  
 

Figure 2: A complete undirected graph 
 

In figure 2, the vertices in graph G represent the set 
of all sentences in the given document. Each sen-
tence in G is related to every other sentence 
through the set of weighted edges in the complete 
graph. 

3.2 Phase 1 

Let the set of all sentences in document S= {si | 1 ≤ 
i ≤ n}, where n is the number of sentences in S. 
The sentence weight (SW) for each sentence is cal-
culated by average affinity weight of words in it. 
For a sentence si= {wj | 1 ≤ j ≤ mi} where mi is the 
number of words in sentence si, (1 ≤ i ≤ n) the af-
finity weight AW of a word wj is calculated as fol-
lows:  

 
( , )

( )
( )

j k

k
j

IsEqual w w
w SAW w

WC S
∀ ∈=
∑

           (1) 

where S is the set of all sentences in the given 
document, wk is a word in S, WC (S) is the total 
number of words in S and function IsEqual(x, y) 
returns an integer count 1 if x and y are equal else 
integer count 0 is returned by the function. 

Input Text 

Connecting Word 

Possessive Pronoun 

Noun Reappearance 

Coherent Chunks 

Thesaurus Relationships 
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Next, we find the sentence weight SW (si) of 
each sentence si (1 ≤ i ≤ n) as follows: 

 
1( ) ( )i j

i j i

SW s AW w
m w s

=
∀ ∈
∑                       (2) 

 
At the end of phase 1, the graph vertices hold 

the sentence weight as illustrated in figure 4.  
 

 
 

Figure 2: Sample text taken for the ranking 
process. 

 

 
 
Figure 4: Sample graph of Sentence weight calcu-
lation in phase 1 

3.3 Compression hash 

A fast compression hash function over word w is 
given as follows: 

 
H (w) = (c1ak-1+c2ak-2 +c3ak-3+...+cka0) mod p    (3) 

 
where w= {c1, c2, c3 ... ck} is the ordered set of 

ASCII equivalents of alphabets in w and k the total 
number of alphabets in w. The choice of a=2 per-
mits the exponentiations and term wise multiplica-
tions in equation 3 to be binary shift operations on 
a micro processor, thereby speeding up the hash 
computation over the text. Any lexicographically 
ordered bijective map from character to integer 
may be used to generate set w. The recommenda-
tion to use ASCII equivalents is solely for imple-
mentation convenience. Set p = 26 (for English), to 
cover the sample space of the set of alphabets un-
der consideration.  

Compute H (w) for each word in sentence si to 
obtain the hashed set  

 
1 2( ) { ( ), ( )... ( )}ii mH s H w H w H w=             (4) 

 
Next, invert each element in the set H (si) back 

to its ASCII equivalent to obtain the set 
 

1 2ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) { ( ), ( )... ( )}ii mH s H c H c H c=                (5) 

    Then, concatenate the elements in set ˆ iH(s )  to 
obtain the string ˆis ; where ˆis  is the compressed 
representation of sentence si. The hash operations 
are carried out to reduce the computational com-
plexity in phase 2, by compressing the sentences 
and at the same time retaining their structural 
properties, specifically word frequency, word posi-
tion and sentence patterns.  

3.4 Levenshtein Distance 

Levenshtein distance (LD) between two strings 
string1 and string2 is a metric that is used to find 
the number of operations required to convert 
string1 to string2 or vice versa; where the set of 
possible operations on the character is insertion, 
deletion, or substitution. 

The LD algorithm is illustrated by the following 
example 

 
LD (ROLL, ROLE) is 1 
LD (SATURDAY, SUNDAY) is 3 

[1]"The whole show is dreadful," she cried, com-
ing out of the menagerie of M. Martin. 
[2]She had just been looking at that daring specu-
lator "working with his hyena" to speak in the 
style of the program. 
[3]"By what means," she continued, "can he have 
tamed these animals to such a point as to be cer-
tain of their affection for." 
[4]"What seems to you a problem," said I, inter-
rupting, "is really quite natural." 
[5]"Oh!" she cried, letting an incredulous smile 
wander over her lips. 
[6]"You think that beasts are wholly without pas-
sions?" Quite the reverse; we can communicate to 
them all the vices arising in our own state of civi-
lization. 
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3.5 Levenshtein Similarity Weight 

Consider two strings, string1 and string2 where ls1 
is the length of string1 and ls2 be the length of 
string2. Compute MaxLen=maximum (ls1, ls2). 
Then LSW between string1 and string2 is the dif-
ference between MaxLen and LD, divided by Max-
Len. Clearly, LSW lies in the interval 0 to 1. In case 
of a perfect match between two words, its LSW is 1 
and in case of a total mismatch, its LSW is 0. In all 
other cases, 0 < LSW <1. The LSW metric is illu-
strated by the following example. 

LSW (ABC, ABC) =1 
LSW (ABC, XYZ) =0 
LSW (ABCD, EFD) =0.25 
 

Hence, to find the Levenshtein similarity 
weight, first find the Levenshtein distance LD us-
ing which LSW is calculated by the equation 

 
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ) ( , )ˆ ˆ( , )

ˆ ˆ( , )
i j i j

i j
i j

MaxLen s s LD s sLSW s s
MaxLen s s

−=       (6) 

where, ˆis and ĵs are the concatenated string out-
puts of equation 5. 

3.6 Phase 2 

Let S = {si | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} be the set of all sentences in 
the given document; where n is the number of sen-
tences in S. Further, si = {wj | 1 ≤ j ≤ m}, where m 
is the number of words in sentence si.  
 

 
Figure 5: Sample graph for Sentence weight calcu-
lation in phase 2 

 
is S ∀ ∈ ,find 1 2ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) { ( ), ( )... ( )}ii mH s H c H c H c=  

using equation 3 and 4. Then, concatenate the ele-
ments in set ˆ iH(s )  to obtain the string ˆis ; where ˆis  
is the compressed representation of sentence si. 

Each string ˆis ; 1 ≤ i ≤ n is represented as the 
vertex of the complete graph as in figure 5 
and ˆ îS={s |1 i n}≤ ≤ . For the graph in figure 5, 
find the Levenshtein similarity weight LSW be-
tween every vertex using equation 6. Find vertex 
weight (VW) for each string îs ; 1 ≤ l ≤ n by  
 

1ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( , )
ˆˆ l̂

l l i

i

VW s LSW s s
n

s s S
=

∀ ≠ ∈
∑            (7) 

4 Text Ranking 

The rank of sentence si; 1 ≤ i ≤ n is computed as 
 

ˆ( ) ( )( ) ;1
2

i i
i

SW s VW sRank s i n+= ≤ ≤           (8) 

where, ( )iSW s  is calculated by equation 2 of 
phase 1 and ˆ( )iVW s  is found using equation 7 of 
phase 2. Arrange the sentences si; 1 ≤ i ≤ n, in non 
increasing order of their ranks. 

( )iSW s  in phase 1 holds the sentence affinity in 
terms of word frequency and is used to determine 
the significance of the sentence in the overall rak-
ing scheme. ˆ( )iVW s  in phase 2 helps in the overall 
ranking by determining largest common subse-
quences and other smaller subsequences then as-
signing weights to it using LSW. Further, since 
named entities are represented as strings, repeated 
occurrences are weighed efficiently by LSW, the-
reby giving it a relevant ranking position.  

5 Summarization 

Summarization is done by applying text ranking 
over the global coherent chunks in the document. 
The sentences whose weight is above the threshold 
is picked and rearranged in the order in which the 
sentences appeared in the original document. 
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6 Evaluation 

The ROUGE evaluation toolkit is employed to 
evaluate the proposed algorithm. ROUGE, an au-
tomated summarization evaluation package based 
on Ngram statistics, is found to be highly corre-
lated with human evaluations (Lin and Hovy, 
2003a).  

The evaluations are reported in ROUGE-1 me-
trics, which seeks unigram matches between the 
generated and the reference summaries. The 
ROUGE-1 metric is found to have high correlation 
with human judgments at a 95% confidence level 
and hence used for evaluation. (Mihalcea and Ta-
rau, 2004) a graph based ranking model with 
Rouge score 0.4904, (Mihalcea, 2004) Graph-
based Ranking Algorithms for Sentence Extrac-
tion, Applied to Text Summarization with Rouge 
score 0.5023.  

Table 1 shows the ROUGE Score of 567 news 
articles provided during the Document Under-
standing Evaluations 2002(DUC, 2002) using the 
proposed algorithm without the inclusion of cohe-
rence chunker module. 

 

 
 
Table 2 shows the ROUGE Score of 567 news 

articles provided during the Document Under-
standing Evaluations 2002(DUC, 2002) using the 
proposed algorithm after the inclusion of cohe-
rence chunker module. 

 
 

Comparatively Table 2, which is the the 
ROUGE score for summary including the cohe-
rence chunker module gives better result. 

7 Related Work 

Text extraction is considered to be the important 
and foremost process in summarization. Intuitive-
ly, a hash based approach to graph based ranking 
algorithm for text ranking works well on the task 
of extractive summarization. A notable study re-
port on usefulness and limitations of automatic 
sentence extraction is reported in (Lin and Hovy, 
2003b), which emphasizes the need for efficient 
algorithms for sentence ranking and summariza-
tion.  

8 Conclusions 

In this paper, we propose a coherence chunker 
module and a hash based approach to graph based 
ranking algorithm for text ranking. In specific, we 
propose a novel approach for graph based text 
ranking, with improved results comparative to ex-
isting ranking algorithms. The architecture of the 
algorithm helps the ranking process to be done in a 
time efficient way. This approach succeeds in 
grabbing the coherent sentences based on the lin-
guistic and heuristic rules; whereas other super-
vised ranking systems do this process by training 
the summary collection. This makes the proposed 
algorithm highly portable to other domains and 
languages. 
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Abstract 

Part of Speech (POS) tagging and Named Ent-
ity (NE) tagging have become important com-
ponents of effective text analysis. In this 
paper, we propose a bootstrapped model that 
involves four levels of text processing for Ur-
du. We show that increasing the training data 
for POS learning by applying bootstrapping 
techniques improves NE tagging results. Our 
model overcomes the limitation imposed by 
the availability of limited ground truth data 
required for training a learning model. Both 
our POS tagging and NE tagging models are 
based on the Conditional Random Field 
(CRF) learning approach. To further enhance 
the performance, grammar rules and lexicon 
lookups are applied on the final output to cor-
rect any spurious tag assignments. We also 
propose a model for word boundary segmen-
tation where a bigram HMM model is trained 
for character transitions among all positions in 
each word. The generated words are further 
processed using a probabilistic language mod-
el. All models use a hybrid approach that 
combines statistical models with hand crafted 
grammar rules. 

1 Introduction 

The work here is motivated by a desire to under-
stand human sentiment and social behavior through 
analysis of verbal communication. Newspapers 
reflect the collective sentiments and emotions of 
the people and in turn the society to which they 
cater to. Not only do they portray an event that has 
taken place as is, but they also reveal details about 

the intensity of fear, imagination, happiness and 
other emotions that people express in relation to 
that event.  Newspaper write ups, when analyzed 
over these factors - emotions, reactions and beha-
vior - can give a broader perspective on the culture, 
beliefs and the extent to which the people in the 
region are tolerant towards other religions. Our 
final goal is to automate this kind of behavioral 
analysis on newspaper articles for the Urdu lan-
guage. Annotated corpus that tag six basic human 
emotions, “happy”, “fear”, “sad”, “surprise”, “an-
ger” and “disgust”, based on the code book devel-
oped using the MPQA standards as guideline, is 
currently being developed.  Articles from two lead-
ing Urdu newswires, BBC Urdu1 and Jung Daily2 
form our corpus.  

In order to achieve our goal, it was required to 
generate the basic tools needed for efficient text 
analysis. This includes NE tagging and its precur-
sor, POS tagging. However, Urdu, despite being 
spoken by over 100 million people, (Gordon, 
2005) is still a less privileged language when it 
comes to the availability of resources on the inter-
net. Developing tools for a language with limited 
resources is a challenge, but necessary, as the vo-
lume of Urdu text on the internet is rising. Huda 
(2001) shows that Urdu has now gained impor-
tance on the web, making it the right time to tackle 
these issues. 

It is useful to first examine some basic proper-
ties of Urdu and how they affect the cascade of 
NLP steps in text analysis. Urdu has the nastaleeq 
and nasq style of writing that is similar to Arabic 

                                                           
1 http://www.bbc.co.uk/urdu/ 
2 http://www.jang.net/urdu/ 
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and flows from right to left (Ahmad et al., 2001). It 
also adopts some of its vocabulary from Arabic. 
However, the grammar and semantics of the lan-
guage is similar to Hindi and this makes it very 
different from Arabic. For effective text analysis, a 
thorough syntactic and semantic understanding of 
the language is required. Detailed grammatical 
analysis provided by Platts (1909) and Schmidt 
(1999) can be used for this purpose. The first step 
in the information retrieval pipeline is tokeniza-
tion. Unlike English, where the word delimiter is 
mostly a space, Urdu is more complex. There are 
space insertion as well as space deletion problems. 
This makes tokenization a difficult task. The word 
segmentation model that we propose here com-
bines the statistical approach that considers bigram 
transition of characters based on their positions in a 
word and morphological rules with lexicon loo-
kups. 

 POS tagging comes next in the NLP text analy-
sis pipeline. The accuracy of the tagging model 
varies, depending on the tagsets used and the do-
main of the ground truth data. There are two main 
tagsets designed for Urdu, the CRULP tagset3 and 
the U1-tagset (Hardie 2003). The U1-tagset, re-
leased as a part of EMILLE4 corpus, is based on 
the EAGLES standards (Leech and Wilson 1999). 
We decided to use the standards proposed by 
CRULP for the following reasons. 

 
1. The tagset, though not as detailed as the 

one proposed in U1-tagset, covers all the 
basic requirements needed to achieve our 
final goal. 

2. The tagged corpus provided by CRULP is 
newswire material, similar to our final 
corpus. 
 

A person, when asked to identify an NE tagged 
word in a sentence would typically try to first find 
the word associated with a proper noun or a noun, 
and then assign a suitable NE tag based on the con-
text. A similar approach is used in our model, 
where the learning happens on the data that is POS 
tagged as well as NE tagged. Features are learnt 
from the POS tags as well as the NE tags. The final 
output of our complete model returns the POS tags 
                                                           
3 
http://www.crulp.org/Downloads/ling_resources/parallelcorpu
s/Urdu POS Tagset.pdf 
4 http://www.emille.lancs.ac.uk/ 

and NE tags associated with each word. Since we 
have limited data for training both the POS as well 
as the NE models, we propose a technique called 
bootstrapping that helps in maximizing the learn-
ing for efficient tagging. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 discusses the resources assimilated 
for the work followed by tokenization and word 
segmentation in Section 3. Section 4 gives a de-
tailed explanation of our model starting with a 
brief introduction of the learning approach used. 
Rules used for POS tagging and NE tagging are 
mentioned in subsections of Section 4. Section 5 
presents the results and Section 6 concludes the 
paper. In each section, wherever relevant, previous 
work and drawbacks are presented. 

2 Resources  

Based on the style of writing for Urdu, different 
encoding standards have been proposed. Urdu 

Zabta Takthi - the national standard code page for 
Urdu and Unicode - international standard for mul-
tilingual characters are the two proposed and wide-
ly used encoding standards. BBC Urdu and Jung 
Daily are both encoded with Unicode standards 
and are good sources of data. The availability of 
online resources for Urdu is not as extensive as 
other Asian languages like Chinese and Hindi. 
However, Hussain (2008) has done a good job in 
assimilating most of the resources available on the 
internet. The lexicon provided as a part of the 
EMILLE (2003) data set for Urdu has about 
200,000 words. CRL5 has released a lexicon of 
8000 words as a part of their Urdu data collection. 
They also provide an NE tagged data set mostly 
used for morphological analysis. The lexicon in-
cludes POS information as well. CRULP6 has also 
provided a lexicon of 149,466 words that contains 
places, organizations and names of people. As part 
of the Urdu morphological analyzer provided by 
Humayoun (2007), a lexicon of about 4,500 unique 
words is made available. There are a few Urdu-
English dictionaries available online and the first 
online dictionary, compiled by Siddiqi (2008), 
provides about 24,000 words with their meanings 
in English.  

Getting all the resources into one single compi-
lation is a challenge. These resources were brought 
                                                           
5 http://crl.nmsu.edu/Resources/lang_res/urdu.html 
6 http://www.crulp.org/software/ling_resources/wordlist.htm 
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together and suitably compiled into a format that 
can be easily processed by Semantex (Srihari, 
2008), a text extraction platform provided by Janya 
Inc7. Lists of places, organizations and names of 
famous personalities in Pakistan were also com-
piled using the Urdu-Wikipedia8 and NationalMas-
ter9. A list of most common names in Pakistan was 
composed by retrieving data from the various 
name databases available on the internet.   

The word segmentation model uses the Urdu 
corpus released by CRULP as the training data. 
This dataset is well segmented. POS tagging model 
uses data provided by CRULP and NE tagging 
model uses data provided by CRL. 

3 Word Segmentation and Tokenization  

Urdu is a language that has both the space inser-
tion and space deletion problems. The Urdu word 
segmentation problem as mentioned by Durrani 
(2007) is triggered by its orthographic rules and 
confusions about the definition of a word. Durrani 
summarizes effectively, all the problems associated 
with Urdu word segmentation. Of all the different 
techniques explored to achieve this objective, tra-
ditional techniques like longest and maximum 
matching depend mostly on the availability of a 
lexicon that holds all the morphological forms of a 
word. Such a lexicon is difficult to obtain. It is 
shown by Theeramunkong et al., (2001), that for a 
Thai segmentation system, the efficiency drops 
considerably (from 97% to 82%) making this ap-
proach highly lexicon dependent.  

Statistical based techniques have applied proba-
bilistic models to solve the problem of word seg-
mentation. Bigram and trigram models are most 
commonly employed. Using feature based tech-
niques for POS tagging is also very common. 
These techniques overcome the limitations of sta-
tistical models by considering the context around 
the word for specific words and collocations. There 
are other models that generate segments by consi-
dering word level collation as well as syllable level 
collocation.  

However, for a language like Urdu, a model that 
is purely statistical will fail to yield good segmen-
tation results. A mixed model that considers the 
morphological as well as semantic features of the 
                                                           
7 http://www.janyainc.com/ 
8 http://ur.wikipedia.com/wiki/ 
9 http://www.nationmaster.com/index.php 

language facilitates better performance as shown 
by Durrani (2007) where the word segmentation 
model uses a lexicon for proper nouns and a statis-
tical model that trains over the n-gram probability 
of morphemes. Maximum matching technique is 
used to generate word boundaries of the ortho-
graphic words that are formed and these are later 
verified using the POS information. The segments 
thus generated are ranked and the best ones are 
accepted. Statistical models that consider character 
based, syllable based and word based probabilities 
have shown to perform reasonably well. The Thai 
segmentation problem was solved by Pornprasert-
kul (1994) using the character based approach. In 
our model, we use a combination of character 
based statistical approach and grammar rules with 
lexicon lookups to generate word boundaries. 

Urdu segmentation problem can be looked at as 
an issue of inserting spaces between characters. All 
letters in Urdu, with a few exceptions, have three 
forms - initial, medial and final. (We do not con-
sider the detached form for word formation). 
Words are written by joining the letters together 
and based on the position of the letter in the word, 
suitable forms are applied. This property of word 
formation is the crux of our model. The bigram 
probability of occurrences of each of these charac-
ters, based on their positions, is obtained by train-
ing over a properly segmented training set. For 
unknown characters, unknown character models 
for all the three position of occurrences are also 
trained. The probability of word occurrence is 
noted. Along with this, a lexicon rich enough to 
hold all possible common words is maintained. 
However, this lexicon does not contain proper 
nouns. A new incoming sentence that is not seg-
mented correctly is taken and suitable word boun-
daries are generated by using a combination of 
morphological rules, lexicon lookups, bigram word 
probabilities and bigram HMM character model. 
The following probabilities are estimated and max-
imized at character level using the Viterbi algo-
rithm. The following are the calculated 
probabilities:  

 

(i) )|( )(1)( initialkmedialk chchP − - is the prob-

bility of character k being in medial 
form given character k-1 is in initial 
form. 
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(ii) )|( )(1)( initialkfinalk chchP − - is the proba-

bility of character k being in final form 
given character k-1 is in initial form. 

(iii) )|( )(1)( medialkfinalk chchP −  - is the proba-

bility of character k being in final form 
given character k-1 is in medial form. 

(iv) )|( )(1)( medialkmedialk chchP − - is the proba-

bility of character k being in medial 
form given character k-1 is in medial 
form. 

(v) )|( )(1)( finalkinitialk chchP − - is the proba-

bility of character k being in initial 
form given character k-1 is in final 
form. 

 
Each word thus formed successfully is then veri-

fied for morphological correctness. If the word is 
not valid morphologically, then the window is 
moved back over 3 characters and at every step the 
validity of occurrence of the word is noted. Simi-
larly, the window is moved 3 characters ahead and 
the validity of the word is verified. All words 
formed successfully are taken and further 
processed using a language model that considers 
the bigram occurrence for each word. The un-
known word probability is considered here as well. 
The word with maximum probability is taken as 
valid in the given context.  

Let >< 321 www  be the word formed by the 

moving window. Then, the word selected, ws, is 
given by 
 

(vi) 
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where wprev  is the previous word. 
 
It is also noted that the number of times a transi-

tion happens from a syllable set with consonants to 
a syllable set with vowels, in a word, is no longer 
than four in most cases as noted below. This factor 
is also considered for terminating the Viterbi algo-
rithm for each word.  

 
 Ir | aad | ah - three transitions 
 

Some of the morphological rules considered 
while deciding the word boundaries are given be-
low. Word boundary is formed when  

1. The word ends with ''ں” - �un Gunna 
2. The character transitions over to digits 
3. Punctuations marks are encountered ('-' is 

also included) 
4. No two 'ye' - choti ye come back to back 
5. No characters occur in detached form un-

less they are initials or abbreviations fol-
lowed by a period 

6. If current character is 'alif' and the pre-
vious character is 'ee' - bari ye then the 
word boundary occurs after 'alif' 

Some of the drawbacks seen in this model are 
mainly on account of improper identification of 
proper nouns. If a proper noun is not well seg-
mented, the error propagates through the sentence 
and typically the next two or three words fail to get 
segmented correctly. Also, in Urdu, some words 
can be written in more than one ways. This mostly 
depends on the diacritics and ambiguity between 
bari and choti 'ye'. The training data as well as the 
test data were not normalized before training. The 
model shows a precision of 83%. We realized that 
the efficiency of this model can be improved if 
phoneme level transitions were taken into consid-
eration. Training has to be increased over more 
proper nouns and a lexicon for proper nouns loo-
kup has to be maintained. Diacritics that are typi-
cally used for beautification should be removed. 
Words across the documents need to be normalized 
to one accepted format to assure uniqueness.  This 
involves considerable amount of work and hence, 
in order to prevent the propagation of error into the 
NLP text analysis pipeline, we decided to test our 
subsequent models using pre-segmented data, in-
dependent of our word segmentation model. 

4 Learning Approaches  

A Conditional Random Field (CRF), is an undi-
rected graphical model used for sequential learn-
ing. The tasks of POS tagging and NE tagging are 
both sequential learning tasks and hence this learn-
ing approach is a reasonable choice. What follows 
is a brief outline about CRF. Interested readers are 
referred to Lafferty et al., (2001), for more infor-
mation on CRF.  

4.1 Conditional Random Fields (CRF) 
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A linear chain CRF defines a single log-linear 
probabilistic distribution over the possible tag se-
quences y for a sentence x 

∑∑
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where  fk(t, yt, yt-1, xt) is typically a binary function 
indicating the presence of feature k, λk is the weight 
of the feature, and Z(x) is a normalization function. 
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This modeling allows us to define features on 
states (the POS/NE tags) and edges (pairs of adja-
cent POS/NE tags) combined with observations 
(eg. words and POS tags for NE estimation). The 
weights of the features are determined such that 
they maximize the conditional log-likelihood of the 
training data:  

( )∑ =
=

�

i

ii xypL
1

)()( )|(log)( θθ .  

For the actual implementation, CRF++10, an 
open source tool that uses the CRF learning algo-
rithm is used. The L-BFGS algorithm11 is used for 
optimization. 

4.2 %E Tagging using POS information 

POS tagging is a precursor for all text analysis 
tasks. Assigning POS tags to words without any 
ambiguity depends on contextual information and 
extracting this information is a challenge. For a 
language like English, several techniques have 
been proposed that can be broadly classified into 
statistical, rule based and hybrid approaches (Ek-
bal, 2007). The general consensus is that ap-
proaches like MEMM and HMM, that work well 
for Hindi, would work well for Urdu as well, since 
Urdu is grammatically similar to Hindi (Platts, 
1909).  However, the linguistic and morphological 
rules used in the post processing steps differ from 
Hindi because of Urdu’s borrowed vocabulary and 

                                                           
10 http://crfpp.sourceforge.net/ 
11 http://www.mcs.anl.gov/index.php 

style of writing from Arabic. Also, the requirement 
for such models to work well is the availability of 
large training data. 

Building NE recognizers for languages like Ur-
du is difficult as there are no concepts like capitali-
zation of characters. Also, most names of people 
have specific meanings associated with them and 
can easily be found in a dictionary with different 
associated meanings. Various learning approaches 
have been proposed for this task, HMM based 
learning approach (Bikel et al., 1999), Maximum 
Entropy Approach (Borthwick, 1999) and CRF 
approach (McCallum, 2003) are the most popular. 
Ashish et al., (2009) show an SVM based approach 
also works well for such tasks. To overcome the 
problem of limited data availability, we present a 
method to increase the amount of training data that 
is available, by using a technique called bootstrap-
ping. 

We do not have a training corpus that is manual-
ly tagged for both POS and NE. Our training data 
consists of two different datasets. The dataset used 
for POS tagging is provided by CRULP and is 
tagged using their tagset. The dataset used for NE 
tagging is provided by CRL as a part of their Urdu 
resource package. The CRL tagset consists of 
LOCATION, PERSON, ORGANIZATION, DATE 

and TIME tags. We use only the first three tags in 
this work. 

Our aim is to achieve effective POS tagging and 
NE tagging by maximizing the use of the available 
training data. The CRULP dataset (which we call 
datasetPOS) is a corpus of 150,000 words that are 
only POS tagged and the CRL dataset (which we 
call datasetNE) is a corpus of 50,000 words that are 
only NE tagged. First, we trained a CRF model on 
datasetNE that uses only the NE information to per-
form NE recognition. This one stage model was 
not effective due to the sparseness of the NE tags 
in the dataset. The model requires more data while 
training. The obvious and frequently tried ap-
proach (Thamar, 2004) is to use the POS informa-
tion.  

Figure 1 shows a two stage model that uses POS 
information to perform NE tagging. The first stage 
POSA performs POS tagging by using a CRF 
trained model to assign POS tags to each word in a 
sentence of datasetNE. The second stage NEA per-
forms NE tagging by using another CRF trained 
model that uses both the POS information as well 
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as the NE information, to perform effective NE 
tagging. 

 

 
Figure 1. Two stage model for NE tagging using POS 
information 

 
However, although the accuracy of NE tagging 

improved over the one stage model, there was 
scope for further improvement. It is obvious that 
all the NE tagged words should have the proper 
noun (NNP) POS tag associated. But, when POS 
tags were generated for the NE tagged ground truth 
data in datasetNE, most of the words were either 
tagged as adjectives (JJ) or common nouns (NN).  
Most tags that come after case markers (CM) were 
adjectives (JJ) in the training data. Very few ac-
counted for proper nouns after case markers. This 
adversely affected the NE tagger output. It was 
also noticed that the POS tagger tagged most of the 
proper nouns (NNP) as common nouns (NN) be-
cause of the sparseness of the proper noun tag in 
the POS ground truth data set datasetPOS. This ob-
servation made us look to bootstrapping techniques 
for effective learning.  

We propose a four stage model as shown in Fig-
ure 2, for NE tagging. Three of the stages are 
trained using the CRF learning approach and one 
stage uses a rule based approach.  All four stages 
are trained using unigram features on tags and 
words and bigram features on tags. The POS 
tagged dataset, datasetPOS, consists of words and 
associated POS tags and the NE tagged dataset, 
datasetNE, consists of words and associated NE 
tags. We divide both datasets into training and test-
ing partitions. datasetPOS is divided into trainsetPOS 
and testsetPOS and datasetNE is divided into train-

setNE and testsetNE. 
 

 
Figure 2. Four stage model for NE tagging using POS 
information with bootstrapping 
 

In the model shown in Figure 2, POSA stage is a 
CRF based stage that is trained using trainsetPOS. 
Once trained, the POSA stage takes as input a sen-
tence and generates the associated POS tag for 
each word in that sentence.  

In order to increase the NNP tag associations to 
improve NE tagging, we generate POS tags for the 
NE training data in trainsetNE using the POSA 
stage. The POS tags generated at the POSA stage 
are called POSint. The POScorrection stage takes as 
input trainsetNE along with its associated POS tags, 
POSint. At this stage, correction rules - that change 
the POS tags of NE associated words to proper 
noun (NNP), assign Case Markers (CM) before 
and after the NE tags and verify proper tagging of 
Cardinals (CD) - are applied. The corrected POS 
tags are called POScorrected. A consolidated POS 
training set consisting of entries from both train-

setPOS and trainsetNE (with POScorrected generated as 
output from the POScorrection stage) is used to train 
the CRF based POSB stage. This stage is the final 
POS tagging stage. Test data consisting of sen-
tences (words) from testsetNE is sent as input to 
stage POSB and the output generated at stage POSB 
is the POS tag associated with each input word of a 
sentence. The NEB stage is a CRF based NE tagger 
that is trained on a dataset consisting of word and 
associated NE tags from trainsetNE and associated 
POS tags from POScorrected. This stage learns from 
the POS information and the NE information pro-
vided in the training data. Once trained, the NEB 
stage takes as input words from testsetNE and asso-
ciated POS tags (obtained at stage POSB) and ge-
nerates NE tags. 

The domain we are interested in is newswire 
material, and these articles are written in the “jour-
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nalistic” or “news writing” style12. The articles are 
objective and follow a Subject-Object-Verb struc-
ture. Related information is usually presented with-
in close sentence proximity. This makes it possible 
to hand-craft grammar rules for the discovery of 
NE tags with fine granularity. The final POS 
tagged and NE tagged data generated as outputs at 
stage POSB and stage NEB respectively of the four 
stage model, are processed using rules and lexicon 
lookups to further improve the overall tagging ac-
curacy of the model. Rules used are mostly domain 
specific. The rules were applied to the model using 
Semantex. 

4.3 Rules for POS Tagging 

1. Our model tags all the Question Words 
(QW) like ‘کيا’ - kya as pronoun (PR). All 
such occurrences are assigned QW tag. 

2. If the word is ‘کيا’ – kya and the previous 
tag is an adjective (JJ) and the next tag is a 
phrase marker (PM) then assign a light 
verb tag (VBL) else assign a verb (VB) tag 
to the word. 

3. It was observed that there were spurious 
instances of proper nouns getting tagged as 
nouns. In order to correct this error, if a 
word ends with any of the characters 
shown below, and the word was tagged as 
a noun, then the tag on the word was 
changed to a proper noun.  
 ,’+*’ ,’()’ ,’ے’ ,’ا’ ,’%’

’ ,’و.’ ,’-,’  0*-  ’ہٹ’ ,’
4. All valid cardinals were tagged as nouns or 

proper nouns by the model. This was re-
solved by looking for a digit in the string.  

4.4 Rules for %E Tagging 

1. Words like “کورٹ” (court), “بيورو” (bu-
reau), “فوج” (army) etc. are looked up. If 
there are any nouns or proper nouns above 
these within a window of two, then the tag 
on this word is ORGANIZATION. 

2. Words like “تنظيم” (organization), “آرمی” 
are marked ORGANIZATION if the pre-
vious word is a proper noun. 

3. Lexicon look up for names of places is per-
formed and the POS tag of the next word 
that is found is checked. If this tag is a 

                                                           
12 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/News_writing 

Case Marker (CM) with a feminine gend-
er, like “کے” (main) or “ميں”, then the 
word is marked with a LOCATION tag. 

4. If a proper noun that is selected ends with 
a suffix “pur”, “bad, “dad” and has the 
same constraint as mentioned in rule 3, 
then the LOCATION tag is assigned to it 
as well. 

5 Results 

The NE tagging performance, for both the two 
stage model and the four stage model, are eva-
luated using Precision (P), Recall (R) and F-Score 
(FS) metrics, the equations for which are given 
below. 

(vii) 
NEs  taggedof No.

NEs taggedcorrectly  of No.
 P =  

(viii) 
setin test  NEs of no. Total

NEs  taggedof No.
R =  

(ix) 
 PR

RP
FS

+
=

2
 

 
We performed a 10 fold cross validation test to 

determine the performance of the model. The data-
set is divided into 10 subsets of approximately 
equal size. One subset is withheld for testing and 
the remaining 9 subsets are used for training. This 
process is repeated for all 10 subsets and an aver-
age result is computed. The 10 fold validation test 
for NE tagging was performed for both the two 
stage as well as the four stage models. 

 

Set P R FS P R FS

1 48.09 73.25 58.06 60.54 78.7 68.44

2 38.94 72.42 50.65 60.29 80.46 68.93

3 56.98 74.38 64.53 60.54 79.74 68.83

4 38.44 78.05 51.51 60.54 80.79 69.21

5 32.29 75.91 45.31 60.79 80.34 69.21

6 44.82 88.02 59.4 59.31 79.93 68.09

7 45.75 69.75 55.26 61.04 81.73 69.89

8 43.52 71.5 54.11 60.05 80.36 68.74

9 44.64 81.97 57.8 59.93 81.09 68.92

10 44.17 78.18 56.45 60.67 79.22 68.72

Avg 43.764 76.343 55.308 60.37 80.236 68.898

Four Stage ModelTwo Stage Model

 
Table 1. NE tagging results for the two stage and four 
stage models 

 
It can be seen from Table 1 that the four stage 

model outperforms the two stage model with the 
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average F-Score being 55.31% for the two stage 
model and 68.89% for the four stage model. 

Table 2 shows the POS tagging results for stages 
POSA and POSB. The POSB stage performs margi-
nally better than the POSA stage. 

 

Set P Set P

1 84.38 1 83.97

2 89.32 2 89.84

3 88.09 3 88.48

4 89.45 4 89.66

5 89.66 5 89.76

6 90.57 6 90.63

7 81.1 7 89.24

8 89.47 8 89.5

9 89 9 89.12

10 89.12 10 89.25

Avg 88.016 Avg 88.945

POSB ResultsPOSA Results

 
Table 2. POS tagging results for the two stage (POSA) 
and four stage (POSB) models 

 
Although for POS tagging, the improvement is 

not very significant between the two models, tags 
like light verbs (VBLI), auxiliary verbs (AUXA 
and AUXT), adjectives (JJ), demonstratives (DM) 
and nouns (NN, NNC, NNCM, NNCR) get tagged 
with higher accuracy in the four stage model as 
shown in Table 3. This improvement becomes evi-
dent in the NE test set. Unfortunately, since this 
data has no associated POS tagged ground truth, 
the results cannot be quantified. The trainsetPOS 
training data had very few instances of proper 
nouns (NNP) occurring after case markers (CM) 
and so most of the proper nouns were getting 
tagged as either adjectives (JJ) or common nouns 
(NN). After providing more training data to stage 
POSB, the model could effectively learn proper 
nouns. Spurious tagging of adjectives (JJ) and 
common nouns (NN) reduced while more proper 
nouns (NNP, NNPC) were tagged accurately and 
this allowed the NE stage to apply its learning effi-
ciently to the NE test set thereby improving the NE 
tagging results.  

The two stage model tagged 238 NE tagged 
words as proper nouns out of 403 NE words. The 
four stage model tagged 340 NE tagged words as 
proper nouns out of 403 NE words. The four stage 
model shows an improvement of 25.3% over the 
two stage model. The results reported for NE and 

POS tagging models are without considering rules 
or lexicon lookups. 

 

Tag FS Tag FS

AUXA 0.801 AUXA 0.816

AUXT 0.872 AUXT 0.898

DM 0.48 DM 0.521

JJ 0.751 JJ 0.765

NN 0.85 NN 0.858

NNC 0.537 NNC 0.549

NNCM 0.909 NNCM 0.923

NNCR 0.496 NNCR 0.51

RB 0.785 RB 0.834

VBLI 0.67 VBLI 0.693

VBT 0.553 VBT 0.586

POSA Output POSB Output

 
Table 3. POS tagging results for stages POSA and POSB 

 
In order to further improve the POS tagged re-

sults and NE tagged results, the rules mentioned in 
sections 4.3 and 4.4 and lexicon lookups were ap-
plied. Table 4 shows the result for NE tagging with 
an overall F-Score of 74.67% 

 

Tag P R FS

LOCATION 0.78 0.793 0.786

ORGANIZATION 0.775 0.731 0.752

PERSON 0.894 0.595 0.714

NEA Output

 
Table 4. NE tagging results after applying rules for test 
results in Table 1 

6. Conclusion and Future Work  

This work was undertaken as a precursor to 
achieve our final objective as discussed in Section 
1. The basic idea here is to increase the size of the 
available training data, by using bootstrapping, so 
as to maximize learning for NE tagging. The pro-
posed four stage model shows an F-Score of 68.9% 
for NE tagging which is much higher than that ob-
tained by the simple two stage model. 

A lot of avenues remain to be explored to fur-
ther improve the performance of the model. One 
approach would be to use the bootstrapping tech-
nique for NE data as well. However, the rules re-
quired can be complicated. More hand crafted rules 
and detailed lexicon lookups can result in better 
NE tagging. We have also noticed certain ambigui-
ties in tagging PERSON and LOCATION. Rules 
that resolve this ambiguity can be explored. 
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